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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to examine the influence of police
organizational culture on officers’ perception of integrity in the Turkish National Police
(TNP). Adopting an organizational rather than an individualistic perspective, this study
focused on police organizational culture to investigate the causes of integrity problems
in the TNP. While focusing on police organizational culture, this study also aimed to
determine to what extent officers’ perceptions of integrity are influenced by personal
and occupational attributes such as age, gender, rank, income, educational level, years
of employment, and assignment type.
The research was conducted in Turkey’s two largest cities, Istanbul and Ankara,
as well as the largest city of southeastern Turkey, Diyarbakir. Three hundred officers,
consisting of 200 regular police officers and 100 ranked officers, were selected from each
city, making a sample size of 900 in total. With a total of 507 respondents, after
eliminating cases with missing values, the study achieved a 57% response rate.
Structural equation modeling was used to test the hypothesized relationships,
since it is the most appropriate statistical method for testing hypotheses based on
relations among latent and observed variables. This method enabled the researcher to
measure the perception of police integrity and the perception of police organizational
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culture with their multiple indicators, providing rigorous measurements for both
constructs.
The results of the statistical analysis supported the research hypothesis. The
findings showed that officers’ perception of police organizational culture negatively
influenced their perception of integrity. It was also found that officers’ age and
educational level also had a statistically significant influence on their perception of
integrity.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
Police officers are the most visible and identifiable element of the criminal justice
system. They are entrusted with a special authority and power that can have a
profound influence on many aspects of individual’s lives (Sellbom, Fischler & BenPorath, 2007). No matter where you live in the world, or in which situation a police
officer is performing their duties, policing involves extensive discretion in critical
decisions, even at the lowest level of police departments’ organizational hierarchies
(Feltes, 1999). Officers can easily abuse their authority or exploit their position for
personal gains when discretion is combined with low ethical standards, inadequate
training and a lack of accountability (Feltes, 1999).
In the United States, police misconduct has been highly debated for a couple of
decades. This is after a series of incidents in the 1990s that stimulated intense public
debate about the integrity of police officers and departments (Klockars, Ivkovich, &
Haberfeld, 2006). For instance, the incidents ranged from the corruption investigation
into the New York Police Department (NYPD) by the Mollen Commission, the revealing
testimony of Mark Fuhrman in the O.J. Simpson trial, to the questionable deaths at
Ruby Ridge and Waco (Klockars, et al., 2006). Furthermore, the Rodney King incident, a
high-profile beating by the LAPD officers on March 3, 1991, followed these events. The
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videotape recording of this confrontation was highly covered in the media and
broadcast around the world (Klockars, et al., 2006).
Similar to the United States, and probably to most countries around the world,
police integrity has been of great concern in Turkey. This is particularly after the 1980s,
when incidents of police corruption and misconduct captured a great deal of public
attention. Turkey’s major foreign policy goal in recent years has been the achievement
of European Union (EU) membership. In this ongoing process, Turkey has undergone
many reforms in almost every area to meet the EU membership criteria. During this
process, one of the issues that most troubled Turkey was the violations of human rights
by police officers (TUSIAD, 1999). Turkish Human Rights Association data (2004)
indicates that, since 1987, more than 2500 applications to the European Court of Human
Rights for human rights violations have been returned by the Court for retrial (Boke,
2007). These were mostly for the use of excessive force and bad treatment at the police
station or in custody . In 2002, the number of reported human right violations against
Turkey was 3036, representing almost 10% of the workload of the Court during that
year (Boke, 2007).
Whatever form it takes, incidents of police misconduct cannot be viewed as
individual episodes. In other words, a police officer who has no integrity not only
harms and violates the rights of the individual that they target, but also the department
they work for, the whole police organization that department represents, and even their
country in the international arena. As well as causing Turkey to lose prestige
2

internationally, and constituting a major impediment in the EU membership process,
those seemingly individual incidents have cost Turkey millions of Euros paid to the
plaintiffs for compensation.
Given the large scale impact of police misconduct and lack of integrity, it is
imperative that Turkey should address the root causes of police misconduct and
establish a high level of ethical standards to improve honor among police officers.

Definition of the Terms
The study addresses two important concepts in policing: police integrity and
police organizational culture. No consensus exists as to what the word “integrity”
specifically means and what constitutes integrity in practice. The term “integrity,” an
all-encompassing term, appears in many different forms (Kaptein & Van Reenen, 2001).
While different definitions of integrity found in the literature will be discussed in
the literature review section, the following definition by Klockars, Ivkovich, &
Haberfeld (2004), the only study that examines police integrity and corruption across
cultures, was used for the purposes of this study: Police integrity is “the normative
inclination among police to resist temptations to abuse the rights and privileges of their
occupation” (Klockars, et al., 2004, p.2).
As discussed in the literature review section, the study of organizational culture
has generated a voluminous literature. As a result, organizational culture has numerous
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different definitions. This study uses the following definition by Schein (1992), a leading
scholar of organizational culture: Organizational culture is “a pattern of shared basic
assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and
internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore,
to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation
to those problems” (Schein, 1992, p.12).

Purpose of the Study
This study examines the impact of police organizational culture on Turkish
police officers’ perception of integrity. One of the purposes of the study is to conduct an
in-depth analysis of both police integrity and organizational culture, supported by
comprehensive literature reviews. Thus, the study aims to extend current knowledge on
police integrity and organizational culture in Turkey.
The traditional view of police misconduct, be it the use of excessive force or
corruption, was primarily individualistic, “focusing on a few individual police officers,
‘rotten apples,’ and their misconduct” (Klockars et al., 2006, xi). The authors in this
study emphasized that, with social science studies and investigations conducted by
independent commissions over a twenty-year period between the early 1970s and early
1990s, the focus shifted “from the individualistic approach to the organizational
approach” (p. xi) by including factors both external and internal to a police organization
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that have the potential to contribute to the nature and extent of police misconduct
within the organization.
Adopting an organizational rather than an individualistic perspective, this study
focused on police organizational culture to investigate the causes of integrity problems
in the Turkish National Police (TNP). For this purpose, this study aimed to explore the
organizational culture in the TNP through in-depth analysis of the related dimensions
of police organizational culture discussed in the literature.
While focusing on police organizational culture, this study also aimed to
determine to what extent officers’ perceptions of integrity are influenced by personal
characteristics, such as age, gender, rank, income, and years of employment. The study
also enabled us to observe regional differences in the officers’ perceptions of integrity,
as well as differences according to their assignment types. Lastly, and most importantly,
this study aimed to assess the influence of officers’ educational level and economic
status on their perception of integrity.

Research Questions
This study, which focuses on the influence of organizational culture on officers’
perception of integrity, is designed to seek answers to the following questions:
1. Does police organizational culture affect officers’ perceptions of integrity?
2. What is the direction of that effect, positive or negative?
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3. What is the magnitude of the effect?
Other research questions that guide this study are:
4. What is the influence of a police officers’ educational levels, if any, on their
perception of integrity?
5. Do police officers’ perceptions of integrity differ according to their age and gender?
6. Is there a relationship between officers’ economic conditions and their perceptions of
integrity?
7. Is there a relationship between officers’ years of employment and their perceptions of
integrity?
8. What are the differences, if any, in the integrity perceptions of rank and file officers?
9. Do officers’ perceptions of integrity differ according to their assignment type?
10. How do regional differences, if any, influence officers’ perceptions of integrity?

Significance of the Study
This study has theoretical, methodological, and practical significance. First, by
providing a comprehensive literature review of police integrity and organizational
culture studies, this study has significant potential to contribute to the knowledge of
integrity and organizational culture in the Turkish National Police. Although both
police integrity and organizational culture have long been hot topics, limited empirical
research has been conducted in either area. As pointed out by Sam Walker, a leading
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scholar on police accountability, “the issue of police integrity is extremely important
and has received an increasing amount of public attention among policy makers and the
general public. Unfortunately, the academic literature has not adequately addressed
this very important subject” (Klockars et al., 2006, xv, xvi).
The concept of organizational culture is of crucial importance in understanding
police integrity, because it is not only formal rules and regulations that influence police
officers’ behaviors and attitudes, but also informal norms, structures, and values—the
culture that exists in the organization. By conducting in-depth analysis of
organizational culture in the TNP, supported with a comprehensive literature review,
this study has the potential to generate valuable information that will guide the
establishment of a positive organizational culture in the TNP. Developing such an
organizational culture is a fundamental element of contemporary efforts to improve
organizational and managerial effectiveness (Fjortoft & Smart, 1994).
The significance of this study becomes more obvious, considering that this
research was conducted in Turkey among the Turkish National Police. In Turkey, no
quantitative study has ever been executed examining the concepts of police
organizational culture and integrity. This study is the first known attempt to investigate
police officers’ perceptions of organizational culture and integrity, as well as factors that
may affect police integrity in the Turkish National Police. Furthermore, this study can
offer a strong foundation for future studies on the mechanisms for improving police
organizational performance.
7

The significance of this study lies not only in its comprehensive focus on the
important theoretical concepts in the field and in its uniqueness to Turkey, but also in
the rigor of its methodology. This study uses structural equation modeling, which is “a
very general statistical modeling technique widely used in the behavioral sciences”
(Hox & Bechger, 1998, p.1). Structural equation modeling is an appropriate modeling
technique for a study such as this one, in which multiple constructs and indicators are
under consideration at the same time (Chern et al., 2002; Wan, 2002).
This study attempts to measure two latent endogenous constructs: police officers’
integrity and organizational culture. Using confirmnatory factor analysis, a
measurement model for each construct with multiple indicators was developed and
validated. This statistical method provides strong evidence demonstrating the adequacy
of the measurement instruments of integrity and organizational culture. This study
therefore has the potential to produce reliable and valid measurements of important
constructs for police research.
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE
REVIEW

This study examines the influence of police organizational culture on Turkish
police officers’ perception of integrity. Thus, the study has focused on two fundamental
concepts: police organizational culture and police integrity. In the investigation of
police organizational culture, it is important to understand the theory of organizational
culture. Therefore, the first section of the literature review focuses on the theory of
organizational culture. The review begins by discussing the historical development of
organizational culture theory, followed by its different definitions as used in the
literature; after that, more detailed explanations are provided through analysis of the
levels, dimensions, and different perspectives of the theory of organizational culture.
A comprehensive review of organizational culture theory having been provided,
the second section then focuses on police organizational culture. After the review of the
historical background of police organizational culture and the different definitions and
descriptions of the topic used in the literature, the cultural themes existing in police
organizations are reviewed. The five most prominent themes—isolation, solidarity,
suspicion, danger, and authority—are discussed and analyzed separately.
The last section of the literature review analyzes and explains police integrity.
Administrative ethics theory is used as the theoretical framework by which to
understand police integrity. In this section, background, definitions, and different
9

conceptions and elements of police integrity are analyzed to provide a broad
understanding of the concept.

Organizational Culture
Organizational culture, one of the major themes of organization theories, has
emerged as an important subset in the context of organizational studies. Scholars have
generated an extensive literature on organizational culture, developing a wealth of
resources that has led to the increasing popularity of this topic (Young, 1991; Barker,
2002). Some scholars view culture as an inseparable and preexisting element of an
organization, rather than something created by the organization (Smircich, 1983); as
Weick emphasized, “organizations don’t have cultures, they are cultures, and this is
why culture is so difficult to change” (as cited in Siehl, 1985, p. 125).
The American Heritage Dictionary defines culture as “the totality of socially
transmitted behavior patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions, and all other products of
human work and thought.” Moore (1985) built on such a concept of culture as socially
transmitted, arguing that human beings do not genetically inherit, but rather learn,
culture. The author asserted that cultural beliefs and values are learned through parents
and family, peers, and other important figures in the society; as a result of this social
learning process, a group culture develops in which “organizations generate their
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collections of meaning by drawing on and adopting (learning) the mores, archetypes,
metamyths, and values which form the fabric of the host society” (Moore, 1985, p. 277).
Culture is also a multi-layered object that exists in many levels of social life
simultaneously (Beck & Moore, 1985). The authors stated that, while some cultural
themes are almost universal, others may be regional, rational, or characteristics of a
specific social group.
Culture, as a social construction, is an important element of organizations in that
it facilitates social interaction and reduces ambiguity (Luhman, 1979, in Krefting &
Frost, 1985). An established culture, however, is not generally perceived as a social
construction by the members of that culture; rather, it is seen as an objective reality
(Luckman, 1966, in Krefting & Frost, 1985). Krefting and Frost found that “individuals
are often not consciously aware of their culture because it is familiar, taken for granted,
and appears unshakably real” (1985, p. 156).
Organizational culture’s increasing recognition in the field of organizational
studies has made it an important theoretical framework in studies on organizational
effectiveness (Barker, 2002). In his comprehensive review of literature, Denison (1990)
emphasized that the culture of an organization influences its effectiveness in various
processes.
Given culture’s emphasis on meanings, organizational culture also holds a
significant potential for being “the most self-reflective branch of organizational studies”
(Lundberg, 1985a, p. 197). This emphasis on meanings also makes studies of
11

organizational culture difficult. As Adams & Ingersoll (1985) noted, “to uncover the
meaning of ‘meaning’ is a task that has stymied philosophers, linguists, psychologists,
and critics alike” (p. 227). To explain the difficulty inherent to understanding
“meaning” in culture studies, they emphasized the ways in which meaning’s perceived
subjectivity and relative importance differ among individuals (Adams & Ingersoll,
1985).
Lundberg (1985b) discussed several reasons for the increasing popularity of the
concept of organizational culture. First, organizational culture introduces an entirely
new metaphor for organizations that is quite different from prior conceptions of
organizations as organisms or machines (Lundberg, 1985b). Second, the notion of
organizational culture provides an umbrella term that includes many other related
ideas and concepts relevant to organizational understanding (Lundberg, 1985b). Third,
organizational culture is considered either the target or the means for changes that
require a major commitment (Lundberg, 1985b). Additional factors contributing to
organizational culture’s popularity as a concept exist; the point is, however, that the
culture of an organization substantially affects its members and their activities.

Theoretical Background
According to Reichers & Schneider, development of a theoretical perspective
includes three phases: introduction and elaboration, evaluation and augmentation, and
consolidation and accommodation (as cited in Hawkins, 1997). Applying this model to
12

the organizational culture field, Hawkins (1997) argued that the 1970s marked the
introductory phase and the 1980s the elaboration phase for the concept of
organizational culture. Since the 1980s, the concept has been augmented by a burst of
literary production, but evaluation is still underway (Hawkins, 1997). As a theoretical
perspective, organizational culture has not arrived at the phase of consolidation and
accommodation (Hawkins, 1997).
The roots of organizational culture as a theoretical perspective for organizational
studies date back to the early human relations movement that originated in the 1940s;
however, it was not until the early 1980s that the concept of organizational culture
became a popular field of study (Kathryn, 2002). According to human relations
theorists, the informal relationships among organizational members and their moral
and nonmaterial commitments to the organization are more important than the formal
relationships and control mechanisms emphasized as organizationally important by the
rational systems approach (Kathryn, 2002).
The rational systems perspective of organizational studies stressed the rationality
of the organizational structure and placed great emphasis on bureaucracy and control
(Scott, 1998). Centralized decision making in which most participants were denied
discretion or excluded from controlling their own behavior were defined as the main
characteristics of rational systems (Scott, 1998). Rational system theorists argued that
these arrangements served the rationality of organizations: “control is the means of
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channeling and coordinating behavior so as to achieve specified goals” (Scott, 1998, p.
54).
Rationalism within organizational theory has drawn intense criticism, mainly
because it emphasizes the rationality of the organizational structure to the exclusion of
the rationality of its participants (Scott, 1998). Opponents of the rational school
criticized them for focusing on “organizations without people” (Scott, 1998, p. 54).
Focusing only on organizational structure, an organization’s actual behavior was
completely ignored (Scott, 1998).
The longstanding criticism of the rationalistic approach to organizational studies
produced the concept of culture (Schultz, 1995); the natural system approach developed
as a reaction to the perceived limitations and inadequacies of the rational systems
approach (Scott, 1998). As Schultz (1995) has stressed, the concept of organizational
culture has emerged as a result of decline in the rationalistic approach to organizational
studies.
The natural system perspective stresses the social and informal aspects of
organizational life (Schultz, 1995). Unlike the rational system perspective, which
emphasizes the normative structure of organizations, the natural system perspective
emphasizes the behavioral structure of organizations (Scott, 1998). While structure is
more important than participants’ characteristics in the rational system model, these
priorities are reversed in the natural system model (Scott, 1998).
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Paralleling Scott’s arguments, Weick (1985) has emphasized that organizations
are forms of social life. He has criticized rational system theories for treating
participants of organizations as if they were nonsocial individuals, thus neglecting the
influence of social factors on organizations (Weick, 1985). The neglect of social life by
rational theorists leads them to define culture as what organizations have, rather than
what organizations are (Weick, 1985).
The notion of organizational culture also differs from the concept of formal
organizational structure in that it stresses the actual behaviors of organizations,
regardless of whether those behaviors are prescribed by formal organizational rules
(Schultz, 1995). Unlike studies of both informal and formal organizational behavior,
cultural studies of organizations involve studying the behaviors of organizational
members and the meanings assigned to organizational behavior by its members
(Schultz, 1995).

Definition
As Raymond Williams emphasized, “culture is one of the most complicated
words in the English language” (as cited in Parker, 2000, p. 1). For this reason, the
literature of organizational culture offers many definitions of the term “culture”
without clearly privileging one over the others (Moore, 1985); Sathe (1983) noted that
one scholarly anthropological study listed 164 definitions for “organizational culture.”
Widespread interest in the concept of organizational culture has produced varied
15

definitions. Schein (1990) attributed this variation to the fact that organizational culture
is studied in various fields, mainly anthropology, sociology, and psychology. Such
diversity brings richness to the notion of organizational culture, since each field brings
its own perspectives to the concept; however, it also causes problems for researchers
and students who examine and interpret the concept (Schein, 1990).
Although numerous definitions of culture exist, certain definitions are more
frequently used and cited in the literature than others. For instance, an early definition
by Jaques (1951) described culture as “the customary or traditional ways of doing
things, which are shared to a greater or lesser extent by all members of the organization
and which new members must learn and at least partially accept in order to be accepted
into the service of the firm” (as cited in Makin & Cox, 2004, p.129). Pettigrew (1979)
defined culture as “the system of . . . publicly and collectively accepted meanings
operating for a given group at a given time” (p.574). Gregory (1983) provided a concise
definition: “organizational culture is learned ways of coping with experience” (p.364).
Emphasizing that each organization has its own different culture, Wilk (1989)
defined organizational culture as “the invariant patterns of organizational behavior,
considered as a whole, that connect, inform, and provide a context for even the most
diverse actions of individual managers right across an organization, that help to
distinguish behavior in that organization from behavior in others, and are not directly
encoded in the organization’s formal rules” (as cited in Makin & Cox, 2004, p.130).
Another definition by Moorhead & Griffin (1998) claims that “organizational culture is a
16

set of shared values, often taken for granted, that help people in an organization
understand which actions are considered acceptable and which are considered
unacceptable” (p. 513). According to Smircich (1984), organizational culture is “a
possession of a fairly stable set of taken-for-granted assumptions, shared beliefs,
meanings, and values that form a kind of backdrop for action (as cited in Frost et al.
eds., 1985, p.58). A relatively recent definition by Hofstede (2005) described
organizational culture as “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes
the members of one group of people from another” (p.1).
Scott (1998) has argued that creating strong cultures offers competitive
advantages for organizations. Having a belief system that defines one’s general mission
sustains commitment to an organization. Members of the organization not only know
what to do on behalf of the organization but want to do it (Scott, 1998). While
organizational culture offers competitive advantages for organizations, a high level of
commitment to an organization may pose a threat to society, especially a society
dedicated to pluralism and democratic institutions (Scott, 1998).

Levels of Organizational Culture
It is generally agreed among researchers and scholars that organizational culture
has multiple levels, whether or not they are accessible to observers. The most prominent
model explaining the levels of organizational culture was developed by Schein (1992),
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who has suggested that organizational culture consists of three main levels: artifacts,
espoused values, and basic underlying assumptions.
Schein (1992) has described artifacts as various types of cultural symbols that are
first seen and felt in a new, unfamiliar cultural environment. Artifacts would include
visible aspects of organizations, such as architecture, technology, language, rituals and
ceremonies, myths, values, and so on (Schein, 1992). Although this level of culture is
easy to observe, it is hard to decipher (Schein, 1992).
Espoused values refer to beliefs and values that rationalize the behaviors of the
members of the organization (Schein, 1992). Much of the behavior at the artifactual level
can be predicted by values at this level of culture (Schein, 1992).
Basic assumptions consist of postulations that determine how group members
feel, think, and perceive (Schein, 1984). The members of an organization take for
granted basic underlying assumptions; such taken-for-granted assumptions are
unconscious but more powerful than espoused values, because they are less debatable
and less easily confronted than espoused values (Schein, 1984). In discussing the levels
of organizational culture proposed by Schein (1992), Kathryn (2002) emphasized that
fundamental assumptions comprise the core of, and are the most important element of,
organizational culture.
Other scholars have also proposed that multiple levels of culture exist within
organizations. Bath Consultancy Group, after a more than decade’s worth of study,
developed a model of organizational culture consisting of five levels (Hawkins, 1997).
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The first cultural level in the Bath model consists of artifacts, the most noticeable level
of culture, including logos and buildings (Hawkins, 1997). The second level consists of
behaviors, which are also observable and reflect the organization’s values in action
(Hawkins, 1997). On the third level, mindsets reflect the belief systems of organizations
(Hawkins, 1997). The forth level is the emotional ground or climate, which is produced
by mindsets (Hawkins, 1997). The final level is the motivational roots of the
organization that represents the degree of association between motivations of
individuals and organization as a whole (Hawkins, 1997).
While organizational culture is viewed on multiple levels in the literature, any
culture is likely to have numerous subcultures that generate different cultural
dynamics. There is consensus among scholars as to whether organizations include
multiple subcultures that either create internal conflicts or coexist in peace (Trice &
Beyer, 1993).

Culture as a Variable or Root Metaphor
Smircich (1983) made an important distinction between the two contrasting
views of organizational studies that organizations have culture and that organizations
are culture. The studies adopting the view that organizations have culture see culture as
a variable among other variables, either as an independent variable or as an internal
dependent variable (Smircich, 1983). Those studies treat culture as an attribute of the
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organization and establish causal relationships between organizational culture and
other variables (Smircich, 1983).
Schultz (1995) has argued that being a variable means that culture can be scaled.
One of the most widely used culture scales is that of “efficient and inefficient cultures,”
which assesses culture in terms of goal achievement, strategic capacity, and ability to
innovate (Schultz, 1995). The other most common culture scale is that of “strong and
weak cultures,” which assesses the internal consistency of the culture and its effects on
participants in the organization (Schultz, 1995). Strength of culture differs among
organizations; the degree of agreement on the importance of specific values in the
organization indicates cultural strength (Bruce, 2001). Accordingly, if a consensus exists
among the members of an organization about the importance of particular values, then
the culture in that organization is strong and cohesive; if, on the other hand, there is
little agreement, then the culture is weak (Bruce, 2001).
In contradistinction to the view that organizations have cultures, an alternative
view suggests that organizations are cultures (Smircich, 1983). In this view, the concept
of culture functions as a root metaphor to understand human constructs and
organizational expressions (Schultz, 1995). Unlike the view that organizations have
cultures, which concerns itself with causal relationships by focusing on what
organizations achieve and how they can achieve it more efficiently, studies that treat
culture as a root metaphor focus on how organization is achieved and what it means to
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be organized, providing a deeper understanding of the culture in an organization
(Smircich, 1983).

Development of Culture
Van Maanen & Barley (1985) offered a cultural development model in which four
interconnected domains of analysis are considered: ecological context, differential
interactions, collective understandings, and reproductive and adaptive capacity. The
first domain, ecological context, implies that all collectivities live in a physical and
material world, and that organizations have to face and manage problems to survive in
their physical environment (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985). Therefore, the ecological
context of an organization is the primary factor in the creation of a culture (Van Maanen
& Barley, 1985).
Ecological problems alone, however, do not constitute sufficient grounds for the
creation of culture (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985). The authors postulated that a second
set of conditions, which they called differential interaction, is also required for the
formation of a culture. Differential interaction implies that members of an organization
interact with both each other and with people outside the organization, forming what
are called, respectively, links of communication and networks of exchange among
people (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985). Differential integration is integral to the formation
of culture; without differential interaction, it is not possible to consider a collectivity of
people an organization (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985).
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The third domain of analysis in Van Maanen and Barley’s cultural development
model is collective understandings, which are of pivotal importance because every
social world includes signs and symbols that are meaningless until they are interpreted
and assigned meanings by members of the social group (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985).
Interpretations of events, activities, and objects are, therefore, a vital part of any culture;
culture is born and develops within an organization only when members of that
organization, through interaction, assign similar meanings to collections of signs (Van
Maanen & Barley, 1985).
The fourth domain of analysis in Van Maanen and Barley’s model of cultural
development is the reproductive and adaptive capacity, which focuses on individuals in
the organization who constitute the organization and the culture attributed to it. The
authors argued that while organization is necessary for the creation and the
maintenance of culture, it is the individual members who carry it. They further
suggested that cultural patterns in an organization vanish if they are not repeated by
the members of that organization in their daily lives. In short, a culture can live only as
long as its content is transmitted to other generations (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985).

Three Perspectives on Organizational Culture Studies
Martin (1992) has argued that studies to understand organizational culture use
one of three theoretical perspectives: the integration perspective, the differentiation
perspective, or the fragmentation perspective.
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Studies that use the integration perspective portray a cultural unity in which
there is no uncertainty, doubt, or collective dissent (Martin, 1992). In these studies,
leaders are described as creators and transformers of culture, individuals who are
capable of creating a culture that stirs motivation for commitment, loyalty, and
productivity (Martin, 1992).
Martin (1992) outlined three characteristics prominent in studies written from the
integration perspective: organization-wide consensus, consistency, and clarity. First,
integration studies suggest that every culture has values and basic assumptions that are
shared by its members on an organization-wide basis (Martin, 1992). Second, members
of the culture consistently enact these values and basic assumptions in different cultural
expressions (Martin, 1992). Third, integration studies portray members of an
organizational culture as knowing their duties and their importance in the organization
with clarity devoid of ambiguity (Martin, 1992). Therefore, the existence of ambiguities,
conflict, or inconsistencies in an organization is considered to indicate the absence of a
culture in that organization (Frost et al., 1991).
The second theoretical perspective used by organizational culture studies is the
differentiation perspective. Studies written from the differentiation perspective suggest
that the integration perspective suffers from a major limitation arising from its perfect
unities: ignorance of multiple overlapping subcultures within an organization (Martin,
1992). While differentiation studies acknowledge the co-existence of subcultures in
harmony, they place more emphasis on the conflict of interest between subcultures and
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groups (Martin, 1992). Studies conducted from the differentiation perspective have
three defining characteristics: “inconsistency, subcultural consensus, and the relegation
of ambiguity to the periphery of subcultures” (Martin, 1992, p. 83). First, unlike studies
from the integration perspective, interpretations of values and basic assumptions in the
differentiation studies are, for the most part, inconsistent (Martin, 1992). Second, while
integration studies assume an organization-wide consensus, differentiation studies are
often suspicious about such consensus (Martin, 1992). Third, studies from the
differentiation perspective emphasize the clarity of subcultural boundaries without
ambiguity (Martin, 1992).
The third perspective used in organizational culture studies is the fragmentation
perspective. Martin (1992) argued that unlike the previous two perspectives, the
fragmentation perspective places emphasis on the uncertainty and complexity of
relationships. While the integration perspective assumes that the existence of ambiguity
in an organization indicates the absence of an organizational culture, the fragmentation
perspective suggests that cultures can have ambiguities (Meyerson, 1991). There may be
lack of consensus on clear boundaries, or members may fail to identify shared solutions;
however, such ambiguity does not necessarily mean that these members do not have a
culture, because they still see themselves as part of a culture (Meyerson, 1991).
It is impossible to discuss organizational culture without referring to the
individuals who create it. As Keyton (2005) emphasized, every member of an
organization both socially and symbolically contributes to the construction of its
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culture. What is more confusing is that organizations have multiple subcultures whose
origins lie in the unconscious (Krefting & Frost, 1985). For this reason, organizational
culture is a complex phenomenon that is very difficult to predict, control, or manage
(Krefting & Frost, 1985). Any effort to analyze, understand, and change the culture of an
organization must take these limitations into account in order to achieve the intended
outcomes.

Police Organizational Culture
An organization with a long, intense, and varied history generally has a strong
and easily distinguishable culture (Schein, 1984), and such a culture is correspondingly
challenging to reshape. Police organizational culture, given its lengthy and dramatic
history, strongly shapes individual police officers’ characteristics. As a result, police
organizational culture is often difficult to change.
Harrison (1998) stated that many police leaders must confront cultural barriers in
their departments when attempting to introduce a change in the organization or
implement a new program. Harrison emphasized that, as a result of this resistance, the
discussion of police organizational culture in the literature usually focuses on the
potential negative effects it bears on police officers and on the organizations to which
they belong. Few studies address the potential positive effects of police organizational
culture.
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Police organizational culture has been a topic of study since the 1950s, beginning
with the seminal work of William Westley; since then, various aspects of police culture,
including its existence, boundaries, and formation, have been studied by police scholars
(Terril et al., 2003). Noting that no precise definition of the concept of police culture
exists in the criminal justice literature, the authors refer to Westley’s (1970)
characterization of police culture, which emphasizes “the secrecy and loyalty aspects
among officers working in a dangerous and hostile work environment” (p. 1004).
Similarly to Westley’s characterization, Skolnick’s depiction of police culture focused on
the dangers of policing in shaping police culture and police use of coercive force in
order to appear efficient and successful to their administrators (as cited in Terril et al.,
2003).
Manning (1995) argued that police culture is mostly a reflection of officers’ takenfor-granted values, and that it contains unseen but strong constraints. Emphasizing the
embeddedness of police culture in history and traditions, the author defined police
culture as including “accepted practices, rules, and principles of conduct that are
situationally applied, and generalized rationales and beliefs” (Manning, 1995, p. 472).
Paoline & Terril (2005) listed the central tenets of police culture: “a distrust and
suspiciousness of citizens, the need to maintain the edge during interactions with
citizens, a lay-low/cover-your-ass approach to police work to minimize procedural
errors, a strong endorsement of the crime-fighting mandate of the police, a we-versusthey sentiment toward citizens, and a strong loyalty to fellow officers” (pp. 456, 457).
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Crank (2004) provided one of the most comprehensive definitions of police
culture. Adapting from Hall and Neitz (1993) and Sackman (1993), the author offered
the following definition, to which he added a behavioral element and distinguished
among the various elements of police culture:
Culture is collective sense making. Sense making has ideational, behavioral,
material, social structural, and emergent elements, as follows: (1) ideas,
knowledge (correct, wrong, or unverifiable belief) and recipes for doing things;
(2) behaviors, signs, and rituals; (3) humanly fabricated tools, including media;
(4) social and organizational structures; and (5) the products of social action,
including conflicts, that may emerge in concrete interpersonal and inter-social
encounters and that may be drawn upon in the further construction of the first
four elements of collective sense-making. (Crank, 2004, p. 15)
Armacost (2004) suggested that police departments have distinctive
organizational cultures that strongly influence the behavior of individual officers. He
stated that according to the literature, organizational culture in a police department
generally has the following characteristics: formal and informal norms that support a
challenging, rigid style of policing; a promotion and evaluation system that functionally
favors illegal uses of force by not enforcing established management policies; a work
environment that tolerates and even encourages discriminatory and violent attitudes;
and language that may contribute to aggressive and discriminatory conduct (Armacost,
2004). The author further argued that despite formal norms and policies, the informal
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message that police culture conveys is a stronger one, suggesting that aggressive
policing will be rewarded even if it results in violent incidents and illegal conducts
(Armacost, 2004).
Along with formal rules and regulations, police behavior is driven by informal
codes that are stronger than the formal rules in most police departments (Kappeler et
al., 1998). Failing to comply with established informal codes often results in being
sanctioned by other members of the police organization, and those who fail to conform
to the practices of the police culture are often isolated by their coworkers (Kappeler et
al., 1998). The authors noted that while this informal system of sanctions can prevent
police deviance in some police organizations, it can also promote police deviance in
others (Kappeler et al., 1998).
Chan saw culture as a term used for various deviant and negative practices
among police (as cited in Crank, 2004). According to O’Hara (2005), negative and
deviant practices among police are the inevitable consequence of cultural deviancy in
police organizations. The author argued that cultural deviancy in a police organization
occurs when officers ignore and disregard official and organizational rules in their daily
activities. The author placed great emphasis on human interaction as the major
influential factor in organizational and cultural deviancy. Therefore, aiming to harness
the motivational energy of organizational members is a crucial strategy for managers
and leaders in achieving organizational success (O’Hara, 2005).
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Traditional explanations of police culture define the coping mechanisms that
police officers use to overcome the stress and strain they experience in their two
different working environments: the occupational environment and the organizational
environment. The occupational environment consists of interactions with citizens, and
includes potential dangers inherent to police work and the exclusive authority that
officers exert. The organizational environment consists of interactions with superiors
and includes the uncertainty of the police role and the unpredictability of managerial
supervision (Terril et al., 2003). The authors argued that police officers resort to the
prescriptive coping mechanisms of the police culture to relieve and overcome the strain
and anxiety created in these two environments.
While much of the discussion in the literature assumes that there is a single
culture in a police organization, Crank (2004) emphasized that police organizations may
have multiple subcultures. Subcultures thrive in an organization according to the extent
that subgroups create and develop their own norms, language, time horizons, and
standpoints on the mission of organization (Crank, 2004). The author stressed the
consciousness of difference from other groups as an indicator of cultural emergence.
The term suggests that subcultural groups believe they are in the best position to
control work and achieve organizational goals (Crank, 2004).
Several authors have noted the existence of multiple subcultures within police
organizations. For instance, Reuss-Ianni explored two police subcultures, which she
labeled “traditional culture” and “management culture” (as cited in Crank, 2004).
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Traditional culture was identified with line officers and characterized by the traditions
of the police department. Management culture was identified with middle managers
and characterized by the command and control rights of middle managers and the
standardization of departmental activities (Crank, 2004). Similarly, in his study on
British policing, Manning observed different cultures within police departments (as
cited in Crank, 2004). He found that the subculture identified with senior officers was
primarily characterized by rational bureaucracy, while the other subculture,
represented by constables, was characterized by individualism and traditional
conceptions of police work (Crank, 2004).

Cultural Themes in Policing
According to Opler, a “theme” in a culture is associated with the “dynamic
affirmations maintained by its members” (as cited in Kappaler et al., 1998, p. 100).
Crank (2004) viewed themes as “the essential building blocks of culture” (p. 53).
Themes play an important role in directing the social interactions of the group
(Kappaler et al., 1998). Though themes do not necessarily complement each other, they
do sometimes balance one another (Kappaler et al., 1998). Crank (2004) argued that
themes include common cultural elements visible in many police organizations. Themes
are behavioral, imply social structure, and emphasize occupational activities shared by
organizational members (Crank, 2004).
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Several authors discussed different themes in police culture. Crank (2004), in his
comprehensive study titled Understanding Police Culture, delineates twenty-two cultural
themes observed in police organizations. Those themes include dominion, force,
militarization, guns, suspicion, danger and its anticipation, unpredictability and
situational uncertainty, turbulence and edge control, seduction, police morality,
common sense, masculinity, solidarity, racism, outsiders, individualism, deception,
deterrence, bullshit, death, and police funerals (Crank, 2004).
Among those themes, isolation, solidarity, perception of danger, suspicion, and
authority are the most prominent and most extensively discussed. While some of those
themes can operate favorably in certain circumstances, for the most part they influence
police organizations and their members negatively. These themes also exert strong
negative influences on the way the Turkish National Police in particular acts and works
as an organization—such strong negative influences, in fact, that they define the
framework of the organizational culture in the Turkish National Police. Consequently,
these themes will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

Isolation
Many scholars have agreed that isolation is the most fundamental theme of
police culture (Van Maanen, 1978; Kappeler et al., 1998; Manning, 1997; Paoline, 2001;
Harrison, 1998; Rashid et al, 2004). Harrison (1998) stated that much police research
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since the 1970s has addressed the tendency for police to be isolated—from the
community, from previous friends, and even from their families (Harrison, 1998).
Kappeler et al. (1998) defined police isolation as a physical and emotional
condition that prevents the members of a police organization from interacting and
establishing relationships with the members of other groups. Police view people outside
of police culture as potential threats to their security and authority (Kappeler et al.,
1998). Therefore, police isolate themselves from their surrounding environments to
guard themselves against perceived dangers, social rejection, and threats to personal
autonomy (Kappeler et al., 1998).
Crank (2004) noted that the isolation process of police officers starts with their
training at police academies. Police candidates are instilled with the idea that people are
dangerous and cannot be trusted (Manning, as cited in Crank, 2004). Harrison (1998)
noted that many police attribute great importance to police work, praising its
uniqueness and potential to make a difference, a perspective which leads police to
isolate themselves organizationally from their communities.
According to Swanton, two groups of determinants promote the social isolation
of police officers: self-imposed determinants by the police, and externally imposed
determinants on police by the community (as cited in Kappeler et al., 1998). In contrast
to external determinants imposed by the environment, self-imposed determinants are
created by police subcultures and primarily include the requirements of police work
(Swanton, in Kappeler et al., 1998).
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Paoline (2001) noted that, in general, police have negative views and attitudes
toward citizens, attitudes which provide a suitable milieu for the social isolation of
police. Furthering this isolation process are a dangerous and hostile occupational
environment, a coercive and authoritarian organizational environment, and the coping
mechanisms prescribed by police culture, such as suspicion and the display of coercive
authority (Paoline, 2001). Sparrow et al. (1990) noted the beliefs governing police
conduct that give rise to the social isolation of individual police officers, e.g. the notion
that the public is unsupportive and too demanding and does not understand the nature
of police work, and that no one outside the police occupation—especially academics,
lawyers, and politicians—understands the conditions in which police officers work
(Sparrow et al., 1990).

Solidarity
Solidarity is one of the most obvious themes in police organizational culture
(Kappeler et al., 1998; Crank, 2004; Stoddard, 1968; Rashid et al., 2004; Harrison, 1998).
Rashid et al. (2004) defined solidarity as “the ability of people to pursue shared goals
efficiently and effectively for the larger good of the organization without much regard
for the impact on individuals and the relationships between them” (pp. 164, 165).
According to Shernock (1995), the concept of solidarity refers to “the unique sense of
identity, belonging, and cohesion that one develops as part of a group of colleagues
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who share in common social roles, interests, problems, concerns, and even lifestyles” (p.
619).
Rashid et al. (2004) suggested that solidarity is beneficial in the sense that it
produces single-minded commitment to the missions and goals of the organization and
swift response to environmental changes. Harrison (1998) also pointed out the
importance of solidarity in providing the basis for teamwork and cooperation in
organizations. However, Harrison noted that solidarity among the rank and file officers
is often cited as a cause for deviant police conduct.
Police perception of the need for protection against dangers and social rejection
by the community is often regarded as the main cause of police solidarity and loyalty
(Kappeler et al., 1998). Manning noted that police view solidarity and social bonds
among themselves as providing safety from aggressive authority and arbitrary
administration and management (as cited in Shernock, 1995).
The degree of solidarity and loyalty changes according to an officer’s age and
rank (Kappeler et al., 1998). While solidarity and loyalty tend to be high among line
officers, it tends to decline as they are promoted to higher ranks (Kappeler et al., 1998;
Shernock, 1995). Kappeler et al. (1998) attributed this variation in the degree of
solidarity to the socialization process in police culture. The authors explained that new
recruits are heavily socialized to enhance their solidarity with other colleagues, and that
those who fail to conform to the subculture are gradually ostracized from the group
(Kappeler et al., 1998).
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Sparrow et al. (1990) clearly summarized how police view loyalty to colleagues:
“Loyalty to colleagues counts above everything else. We have to stick together.
Everyone else, including the public, politicians, and especially senior officers, seems to
be out to make our job difficult” (p. 51). Solidarity and loyalty are undoubtedly virtuous
character traits. However, in police culture, solidarity is wrongly equated with loyalty
to officers’ colleagues rather than formal rules and principles, causing the ignorance,
protection and even promotion of deviant behavior and misconduct among police
officers (Shernock, 1995). Similarly, Cancino and Enriquez (2004) viewed solidarity as
providing “group resources that help facilitate behaviors of street justice” (p. 321).
Shernock (1995) provided a concise explanation as to why themes of solidarity and
loyalty in police culture, while virtuous character traits in individuals, negatively
influence police officers and police organizations: solidarity in police culture means
loyalty to one’s colleagues rather than loyalty to rules and principles, and involves
informal relationships and emotional ties rather than formal relationships (Shernock,
1995). For this reason, the author concluded, police solidarity is inversely related to
respect for administrative rules and authority and loyalty to organizational principles.

Perception of Danger
Danger is one of the main characteristics of police work, and perception of and
preparing for danger are significant elements of police culture (Skolnick, 1994, Paoline,
2001, Crank, 2004). Characterizations of police culture often note the danger associated
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with police work. Westley’s characterization of police culture, for instance, emphasized
a hostile work environment full of dangers (as cited in Terril et al, 2003). Paoline and
Terril (2005) stressed a “lay-low/cover-your-ass” approach as one of the central tenets
of police culture. According to Skolnick (1994), police culture that creates a police
personality is a consequence of dangerous police work (as cited in Terril et al, 2003).
The public often perceives police work to be a dangerous occupation (Crank,
2004), and in this regard, police officers’ perception of their work environment is no
different from that of the public. Police officers believe they work in a dangerous
environment. Researchers have found that officers are often preoccupied with and
anticipate violence and danger in their work environment (Paoline, 2001). The anxiety
caused by real and perceived dangers in officers’ working environment constitutes a
building block of police culture (Paoline, 2001).
Crank (2004) argued that police are continually taught about the potential
dangers of policing, starting from training in police academies and followed by field
training after graduation. Kappeler et al. (1994) noted that in order to make police
trainees conscious of the potential dangers of police work, instructors often tell war
stories and offer extreme examples of dangerous police encounters, making police
training akin to “ being prepared to be dropped behind enemy lines to begin a combat
mission” (p.101). Harrison (1998) also pointed out that most instructors at police
academies tend to use marginal police examples and war stories in their courses. The
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author suggested that this negative approach supports the formation of a culture
focused on the riskiness of police work (Harrison, 1998).
Several authors, however, drew attention to the disparity between police officers’
perception of danger and the real potential danger of police work (Bayley, 1976;
Skolnick, 1994; Crank, 2004; Kappeler et al., 1998). Statistically speaking, policing is not
a dangerous or risky occupation compared with other occupations (Crank, 2004). For
instance, 76 police officers were killed in 1994, which is less than 1 in 10,000 (Crank,
2004). Another study observed that, over a ten-year period, the number of police
officers killed or injured in traffic accidents was greater than those killed or injured by
gunfire (Skolnick, 1994). Furthermore, the risk of injury for police officers has
decreased through the years (Crank, 2004).
Skolnick (1994) suggested that, together with authority, danger is one of two
determinants of police personality. The author introduced the term “symbolic
assailants” to explain the police perception of danger. He has suggested that since
police officers are continually confronted with potential violence due to their work
environment, they often develop their own way of categorizing certain people as
symbolic assailants (Skolnick, 1994). The author has pointed out that violence by an
assailant does not necessarily need to be predictable; a vague sign of danger suggested
by appearance is often enough for a police response (Skolnick, 1994).
Skolnick (1994) has also explained how the perception of danger leads to the
social isolation of police officers. The presence of the danger theme in police culture
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makes police officers alert to violence and criminal activities, which makes them
suspicious people (Skolnick, 1994). This perspective produces personality
characteristics that are undesirable in a friend (Skolnick, 1994). As a result, officers’
perception of danger isolates them from certain segments of the society that they
believe to be symbolically dangerous (Skolnick, 1994). Parallel to Skolnick’s arguments,
Kappeler et al. (1994) pointed out the unifying effect of perceived danger on officers,
which isolates them from the main source of danger, that is, citizens.

Suspicion
Suspicion is a central theme of police culture. As Skolnick (1994) emphasized,
police officers are specifically trained to be suspicious in order to perceive details in
their environment that could signify a potential crime or disorder. Parallel to Skolnick’s
arguments, Harrison (1998) and Skolnick and Fyfe (1993) pointed out that suspicion and
skepticism are necessary to enforce the law; therefore, police academy classes, especially
interrogation and report-writing classes, emphasize the need to be suspicious of people.
The practice of profiling offenders by appearance also causes the formation of
stereotypes according to race or ethnic origin; these stereotypes cause police officers to
be more suspicious of particular individuals (Harrison, 1998).
Crank (2004) emphasized the legal basis of suspicion. The author has noted that,
under current laws, police are not allowed to detain a person without a clear basis for
doing so. He also notes that the presentation of inarticulate hunches as grounds for
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detaining a person or searching a person’s property has consistently been rejected by
the courts. To stop, interrogate, and detain a person, or to search a property, an officer
must have a clear reason—what is called “reasonable suspicion” (Crank, 2004).
Along with the role it plays in legal proceedings, suspicion is a powerful tool in
policing techniques such as inquiry, investigation, and interrogation (Crank, 2004).
Crank also stated that suspicion is seen as an ability among police officers; it is
considered to be part of what makes a person a successful police officer. As Crank
(2004, pp.145, 146) noted, “it is an irony of occupational life [that] a nonsocial attribute
furthers cops’ ability to do their work.”
While a legal requirement and occupational necessity, suspicion is not a desirable
personal characteristic in social life. The author has argued that suspicion is a major
factor leading police officers to isolate themselves from the rest of society (Crank, 2004).
Viewing suspicion as a skill in policing, the author has suggested that police officers
who are more skilled in this respect tend to isolate themselves more from society
(Crank, 2004).
Crank (2004) has distinguished between suspicion’s role as a personal
characteristic of individual police officers and as a feature of police culture. Noting that
many scholars focus on police personality in identifying suspicion, the author has
suggested that suspicion is a feature of police culture rather than police personality,
which is determined by the characteristics of the occupational environment and reflects
police culture and worldview.
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As well as being suspicious of people outside police culture, police are also
suspicious of new colleagues, since they see new recruits as a potential threat to group
solidarity and cohesion (Paoline, 2001). Reuss-Ianni pointed out one of the codes of
street police culture to show how senior officers view new occupational members: you
do not “trust a new guy until you have checked him out” (as cited in Paoline, 2001, p.
16). This code of police culture requires that new recruits prove themselves in order to
be accepted and trusted (Paoline, 2001).
Authority
Souryal (1995) has defined authority as “a formal relationship between two or
more levels within the organization” (p.481). The author emphasized that authority is
the backbone principle explaining police organizational structure. No matter where it is
located or what its size, no police organization can operate without authority (Souryal,
1995). The chain of command, in which a superior commands a subordinate and a
subordinate fulfills the command of a superior, is not only an administrative
requirement but also a traditional and cultural practice (Souryal, 1995); as Zambrano
(2001) noted, authority relations date back to the beginning of civilization.
Scott (1998) pointed out some concerns about the potential for cultural controls in
organizations to develop into an authoritarian system. This system is subject to abuse
because “its controls are internalized and individual participants are unconstrained in
the demands that they place on themselves and their colleagues” (Scott, 1998, p. 313). In
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the law enforcement field, review and control of police authority to prevent abuses has
been one of the most significant concerns (Goldstein, 1967).
Among the psychological characteristics attributed to police officers,
authoritarian personality has been perhaps the one most discussed (Terry, 1995).
According to Kappeler et al. (1994), an authoritarian personality is characterized by
aggressiveness, conservatism, cynicism, and rigid behaviors. The authors argued that
people of authoritarian personality often have a narrow worldview and see issues as
either black or white, with no or little room for gray areas; therefore, people, viewed
from an authoritarian perspective, are “either good or bad, likable or unlikable, friends
or enemies” (Kappeler et al., 1994, p. 93).
Considering the commitment of the police to a conventional worldview, their
fight against criminal behavior, and their intensive training and preparation to employ
force, it is not surprising that the police are viewed as authoritarian personalities (Terry,
1995). Police officers perceive the authority they have as a privilege that makes them
different from other people. Although authority is an essential part of police practice, it
is often abused. As well, police authoritarianism is often not limited to working hours:
police often continue to behave oppressively and display authoritarian attitudes in their
families and environments when they are not on duty (Kappeler et al., 1998).
Police authority also influences police isolation and police solidarity (Harrison,
1998; Armacost, 2004). According to Skolnick, together with danger, authority is one of
two determinants of police isolation (as cited in Armacost, 2004). Police have legal
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rights and obligations to intervene in people’s lives in many ways, such as regulating
traffic, maintaining order at public events, and enforcing laws against crimes such as
prostitution and gambling (Armacost, 2004). The author has argued that these policecitizen encounters create a “ we versus they” situation, not only between police and
criminals but also between police and citizens, which enhances police isolation and
solidarity (Armacost, 2004).

Police Integrity
There is no consensus as to what integrity actually means and what constitutes
integrity in practice. The term “integrity,” an all-encompassing term, appears in many
different forms (Kaptein & Van Reenen, 2001). When integrity is discussed, everyone
favors it, though often it is unclear what, precisely, integrity entails (Kaptein & Van
Reenen, 2001).
Scholarly discussions of integrity can be traced back to the administrative ethics
theory. Administrative ethics has been a sustained topic of interest since the
establishment of Public Administration Review in 1940; however, the developmental
and systematic treatment of the subject began in the 1970s (Cooper, 1994). The field of
study developed rapidly in the 1990s, supported by empirical research, conferences,
and the establishment of new institutions (Cooper, 1994).
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While administration is a world of actions and decisions geared toward task
completion, ethics is an abstracted world of values, morals, and philosophy
characterized by the assessment of right and wrong (Cooper, 1994). Studies of ethics in
public administration are primarily characterized by values such as honesty, personal
morality, commitment to constitutional principles, adherence to the law, and
conformation to a professional code of ethics (Cooper, 1994).
Thompson (1985) defined administrative ethics as “the application of moral
principles to the conduct of officials in organizations” (p. 555). The author emphasized
that a disinterested perspective is essential for the application of moral principles.
Morality requires that policies and actions serve the interests of every citizen, rather
than the interests of specific individuals or groups (Thompson, 1985). According to
Weber, disinterestedness and neutrality are virtuous character traits for public
administrators, because personally held political or moral beliefs might prevent officials
from fulfilling their commitment to hierarchical authority (Lui & Cooper, 1997).
The early years of administrative ethics theory witnessed intense debates on the
efficacy of external versus internal controls for responsible administrative conduct
(Cooper, 1994). While advocates of external control emphasized the necessity of
legislative and administrative control through laws and sanctions to ensure
administrative responsibility, proponents of internal control claimed that ethics,
standards, and professional values were the major factors determining proper
administrative conduct (Cooper, 1994). A cornerstone study by Fritz Morstein Marx in
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1940 courageously prescribed that “legislative control was no longer adequate to insure
responsibility (Cooper, 1994, p. 5).
Although interest in administrative ethics continued to increase in the following
years, it flourished and grew most rapidly in the1980s and 1990s (Cooper, 1994). The
role of police organizations in that growing interest was significant, and police
departments have often been among the most discussed public organizations in relation
to ethics and integrity. Because police have legal authority to use force and have broad
discretion in many matters, policing as an occupation is quite open to exploitation
(Klockars et al., 2004). For this reason, it is not surprising to see numerous incidents of
police misconduct, brutality, abuse of authority, corruption, and other forms of police
deviance reported in the media. Such deviance has been of increasing concern not only
in the United States, but in many other countries as well.
In light of this growing problem, police organizations around the world have
invested great effort in preventing deviance and ensuring the responsible conduct of
their members (Pagon, 2000). Sykes noted, however, that these efforts to enhance police
integrity have primarily relied on rules and sanctions (Pagon, 2000). Urging the
necessity of ethical approaches to this problem, the author emphasized that individual
responsibility is a more significant factor than external controls in ensuring
accountability (Pagon, 2000).
The failure of external controls to prevent police deviance has shifted the focus to
enhancing the integrity of individual police officers. Klockars et al. (2004) suggested
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that focusing on police integrity has advantages over focusing on various forms of
police deviance such as corruption, abuse of authority, and excessive use of force. While
each of these approaches focused on a single dimension of a much larger problem,
studies of police integrity have focused on the broader domain of developing the good
character of individual police officers and creating healthy organizations (Klockars et
al., 2004).
There is general consensus in the literature that the term “integrity” is a very
complex concept with numerous definitions (Taylor & Gaita, 1981; Kaptein & Van
Reenen, 2001). According to Reenen (1997), police integrity can be defined as
“adherence to legal principles and the rule of law” (p. 4). Becker (1998) defined integrity
as “commitment in action to a morally justifiable set of principles and values, where the
criterion for moral justification is reality-not merely the acceptance of the values by an
individual, group, or society” (pp. 157-158). Kurtz (2002) defined integrity as referring
to the “implementation of acceptable behavioral norms as defined through the
organizational culture, missions, and mandates” (p. 307). According to McFall (1987),
four conditions must be present for personal integrity: “personal integrity requires that
an agent (1) subscribe to some consistent set of principles or commitments and (2), in
the face of temptation or challenge, (3) uphold these principles or commitments, (4) for
what the agent takes to be the right reasons” (p. 9).
The most comprehensive study on police integrity, conducted by Klockars et al.
in 2004, is the only study that has examined police integrity and corruption across
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cultures. The authors defined police integrity as “the normative inclination among
police to resist temptations to abuse the rights and privileges of their occupation”
(Klockars et al., 2004, p. 2). The authors have described six concepts within the term
“police integrity”: normativeness, the inclination to resist, police as an individual or a
group, temptations, abuse of office, and the rights and privileges of the occupation.
a. Normativeness: Klockars et al. (2004) stated three claims for describing integrity
as normative. First, police integrity is more a belief than a behavior. If an individual
holds this belief, it is called an opinion or attitude; if a group shares it, it is called a norm
(Klockars et al., 2004). The second claim implies that the concept of police integrity is
morally driven. Thirdly, police integrity has a characteristic that is almost inseparable
from moral attitudes: a belief and an inclination to conform to that belief (Klockars et
al., 2004).
b. The Inclination to Resist: The authors argued that the relationship between
wrongful behavior and an attitude of integrity is not perfect, and that a significant
amount of behavior may arise from other sources than the presence or absence of
integrity; therefore, they preferred to refer to integrity as “the inclination to resist rather
than actual resistance to temptations” (Klockars et al., 2004, p.3). In other words, not all
police officers avoid misconduct just because they possess attitudes of integrity.
Integrity is not the only source of resistance to temptations to abuse the privileges and
rights possessed by police office; other factors, including lack of opportunity, lack of
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imagination, fear of discovery and punishment, shame, and public humiliation may be
enough to cause officers to behave honestly (Klockars et al., 2004).
c. Police as an Individual or a Group: Rather than using individualistic formulations
of the words “police officer” or “officer,” the authors preferred to use “police” as an
important part of their definition of police integrity in order to signal that integrity
describes not only the characteristics of individuals, but also the characteristics of a
group, an agency, an organization, or any collection of police (Klockars et al., 2004).
d. Temptations: “Gain” is the most obvious temptation, and that type of police
misconduct is called “corruption” (Klockars et al., 2004). Societies and communities
differ in the amount and the frequency of the gain that they offer to officers in return for
their abuse of authority (Klockars et al., 2004).
e. Abuse of Office: The authors have emphasized that the concept of abuse of office
is a crucial component of their definition of police integrity. Although in many police
misconduct situations the fact of abuse is obvious, in some situations police officers may
seek to excuse or deny the abusive character of their misbehavior (Klockars et al., 2004).
While a police agency may define a behavior as bribery, another may regard it as
appreciation, hospitality, or generosity (Klockars et al., 2004).
f. The Rights and Privileges of the Occupation: The authors have stressed that since
policing involves a substantial amount of discretion, it is an occupation rife with
opportunities for many types of misconduct. The most problematic type of police
misconduct has been corruption—the abuse of office for gain (Klockars et al., 2004).
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The traditional view of police misconduct, be it use of excessive force or
corruption, was primarily individualistic, focusing on individual police officers and
their deviant behaviors (Klockars et al., 2006). The authors emphasized that with social
science studies and investigations conducted by independent commissions over a
twenty-year period between the early 1970s and early 1990s, the focus shifted from the
individualistic to the organizational approach by including both external and internal
factors in a police organization that have the potential to contribute to the nature and
extent of police misconduct (Klockars et al., 2006).
Several authors differentiated between individualistic and organizational
approaches to police deviancy (Stoddard, 1968; Barker & Carter, 1994; Newham, 2002).
Studies supporting the traditional view of police misconduct used the “rotten apple”
theory to account for the deviant behavior and illegal activities of police officers (Barker
& Carter, 1994). Taking an individualistic approach and using the rotten apple theory,
many criminologists tried to explain deviant behavior in a police organization as the
result of with the moral weaknesses and personality defects of individual police officers
(Stoddard, 1968). The theory suggested that inherent personality characteristics
determined whether police recruits were good officers or bad ones (Stoddard, 1968),
and that a police organization could be changed simply by changing its members
(Drummond, 1976). Barker and Carter (1994) provided a remarkable example of the
individual approach from a commission report that investigated alleged police
corruption in the New York City Police Department. It is a striking example of the way
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in which the rotten apple theory shaped the doctrine of an official department: “…any
policeman found to be corrupt must promptly be denounced as a rotten apple in an
otherwise clean barrel. It must never be admitted that his individual corruption may be
symptomatic of underlying disease” (Knapp Commission, as cited in Barker & Carter,
1994, pp. 45, 46).
The individualistic approach, however, lost support over time, as research and
investigations found no support for the rotten apple theory (Barker & Carter, 1994).
The authors argued that the rotten apple theory is a technique used for the
“normalization of deviance” rather than as an explanation of deviant police behavior
(Barker & Carter, 1994, p. 46). Labeling a deviant officer as a rogue cop or rotten apple
when he or she is exposed in public is nothing but an attempt to create reasonable
excuses for deviant behavior, and the futility of this technique is even recognized by
those who use it (Barker & Carter, 1994).
With the decline in the individualistic approach to police deviance, the group
approach began to preoccupy sociologists and criminologists. This approach placed
emphasis on the social context in which police deviance and misconduct thrives
(Stoddard, 1968). Barker and Carter (1994) explained the organizational approach to
deviance with three elements characteristic of most occupations: “(1) opportunity
structure and its accompanying techniques of rule violations, (2) socialization through
occupational experiences, and (3) reinforcement and encouragement from the
occupational peer group” (p. 47).
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The first element, opportunity structure and its accompanying techniques of rule
violations, is very prominent in policing, because its occupational structure offers a
wide range of opportunities for many types of deviant activities (Barker & Carter, 1994).
The authors offered as an example the daily routine of police work, in which officers
often have contact with lawbreakers who are willing to offer significant amounts of
money to avoid arrest. Accepting a bribe is only the most visible aspect of police
deviance; it is possible to count numerous deviant activities, related to or unrelated to
material gain, created by opportunity structure of policing (Barker & Carter, 1994).
The second element, socialization through occupational experiences, is also
strongly observed in police organizations. Barker and Carter (1994) described the
socialization process of police in four steps. First, individual police officers share an
important activity (police duty); second, based on that activity they develop a
continuing interaction (clannishness); third, the degree of officers’ proximity to this
interaction determines their group identity (police solidarity); lastly, they create and
share values and informal norms with a special jargon. Police subculture develops
through this socialization process in most police organizations (Barker & Carter, 1994).
Lastly, group support for rule violations is a strong theme in most police
organizations. It is considered to have significant impact on police deviance. Harrison
(1998) stressed the phenomenon called the “code of silence” or the “code of secrecy,”
which means that even when a police officer is involved in an illegal activity, the other
officers will never inform on him.
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Sociology has significantly contributed to understanding deviance from an
organizational and group approach with two fundamental notions. First, persistent
deviance thrives most when it receives collective support. Second, deviance is not the
innovation of a group or individual, but has a history in some environments (Matza, as
cited in Barker & Carter, 1994). These two factors—group support for deviant conduct
and long histories of deviant and corrupt practices—can be found in many police
departments (Barker & Carter, 1994).
As discussed earlier, the literature on both police culture and police integrity
agreed that the established culture in police organizations has a significant impact on
deviant police behavior. The traditional view, which explains police deviance or lack of
police integrity solely as the result of individual officers’ shortcomings, is no longer the
core approach for dealing with deviance in policing; rather, organizational and cultural
factors that explain police deviance and misconduct are the focus of the contemporary
approaches (Klockars et al., 2006).
In emphasizing the effect of police culture on police deviance, Armacost (2004)
suggested that legal sanctions do not solve the problem of police misbehavior.
Punishing a misbehaving officer creates a scapegoat and only satisfies society’s thirst to
blame someone (Armacost, 2004). The author further argued that this assessment does
not eliminate individual officers’ responsibility for their misconduct; rather, focusing on
individual actors may cause us to miss important organizational and systematic causes
behind individual acts of misconduct, and may divert attention away from needed
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change in organizational culture (Armacost, 2004). No policy or strategy that ignores
the power of police organizational culture will have any permanent success in
addressing police deviance.
To prevent police deviance and enhance police integrity, police organizations
have invested significant efforts and used a wide variety of methods, ranging from
integrity awareness programs to strict legal punishments. One of the most
comprehensive studies on enhancing police integrity was made by Reenen (1997), in
which he listed and explained all the methods used to prevent non-integrity.
According to Reenen (1997), preventive measures are preferred to repressive
measures because repressive measures are more likely to be met with resistance than
preventive ones. Because preventive action does not involve the creation of threatening
situation, it is generally a good way to approach people (Reenen, 1997). On the other
hand, the power of legal sanctions and punishment sometimes makes the repressive
approach more effective. The biggest disadvantage of repressive actions is that they
cannot change behavior in the long term (Kornblum, as cited in Reenen, 1997).
Integrity is essential for police; it is the glue that binds police and the legal
system together (Reenen, 1997). By regulating police attitudes toward people and
making police relations with the public more accountable and predictable, integrity is a
vital condition of legitimate policing (Reenen, 1997).
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Statement of the Hypothesis
The review of the literature has shown that the established culture in a police
organization is often seen as a major cause of police deviancy and misconduct. Based on
the findings and discussions in the relevant literature, the following alternative
hypothesis was formulated to test the relationship between police culture and officers’
perception of integrity in the TNP.
Police officers’ perception of organizational culture negatively affects their
perception of integrity, holding demographic and organizational factors constant.
Demographic and organizational factors include age, gender, rank, years of
service, educational level, income, city, and assignment type.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research is to examine the influence of police organizational
culture on officers’ perception of integrity in the Turkish National Police. This research
consequently includes the measurement of two latent constructs: perception of police
organizational culture and perception of police integrity. The study also seeks to
observe the extent to which officers’ perceptions of integrity are influenced by personal
and occupational attributes such as age, gender, rank, income, educational level, years
of employment, and assignment type, all of which serve as control variables in this
research.
The following hypothesis was proposed to test the assumed relationship between
the two latent constructs. A negative relationship was anticipated between the two
variables based on the findings and discussions in the literature.
Police officers’ perception of organizational culture negatively affects their
perception of integrity, holding demographic and organizational factors constant.
Structural equation modeling was used to test the hypothesized relationship,
because it is the most appropriate statistical method for testing hypotheses based on
relations among latent and observed variables (Hoyle, 1995). This method enabled the
researcher to measure the perception of police integrity and the perception of police
organizational culture with their multiple indicators, providing rigorous measurements
for both constructs.
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Study Variables
Perception of Police Integrity
Officers’ perception of integrity is the latent endogenous variable in this study. It
was measured by nine indicators, which are hypothetical case scenarios adapted from
Klockars et al. (2006). The scenarios cover a range of deviant behavior from minor rule
breakings, in which officers apparently do not have a financial motive, to incidents of
bribery and excessive use of force (Klockars et al., 2006). The scenarios are presented in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Indicators of the Perception of Police Integrity
1

A police officer routinely accepts free meals, cigarettes, and other items of small value from
merchants on his beat. He does not solicit these gifts and is careful not to abuse the generosity
of those who give gifts to him

2

A police officer stops a motorist for speeding. The officer agrees to accept a personal gift of
half of the amount of the fine in exchange for not issuing a citation.

3

A police officer is widely liked in the community, and on holidays local merchants and
restaurant and bar owners show their appreciation for his attention by giving him gifts of food
and liquor.

4

A police officer discovers a burglary of a jewelry shop. The display cases are smashed, and it
is obvious that many items have been taken. While searching the shop, he takes a watch,
worth about 2 days’ pay for that officer. He reports that the watch had been stolen during
the burglary.

5

A police officer has a private arrangement with a local auto body shop to refer the owners of
cars damaged in accidents to the shop. In exchange for each referral, he receives payment of 5
percent of the repair bill from the shop owner.

6

At 2:00 a.m., a police officer, who is on duty, is driving his patrol car on a deserted road. He
sees a vehicle that has been driven off the road and is stuck in a ditch. He approaches the
vehicle and observes that the driver is not hurt but is obviously intoxicated. He also finds that
the driver is a police officer. Instead of reporting this accident and offense, he transports the
driver to his home.

7

A police officer finds a bar on his beat that is still serving drinks a half-hour past its legal
closing time. Instead of reporting this violation, the police officer agrees to accept a couple of
free drinks from the owner.

8

Two police officers on foot patrol surprise a man who is attempting to break into an
automobile. The man flees. They chase him for about two blocks before apprehending him by
tackling him and wrestling him to the ground. After he is under control, both officers punch
him a couple of times in the stomach as punishment for fleeing and resisting.

9

A police officer finds a wallet in a parking lot. It contains an amount of money equivalent to a
full day’s pay for that officer. He reports the wallet as lost property but keeps the money for
himself.
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Perception of Police Organizational Culture
Officers’ perception of organizational culture is a latent exogenous variable in
this study. Twelve indicators were used to measure this latent construct. These
indicators are used to reflect major characteristics of police culture: mission, action,
cynicism, pessimism, suspicion, stereotyping, isolation, solidarity, machismo, and
pragmatism. These characteristics of police culture are often considered to be negative
aspects of police culture. Table 2 presents twelve indicators of perception of police
organizational culture.

Table 2: Indicators of the Perception of Police Organizational Culture
1

Policing is more than a job; it’s a special way of life.

2

Policing is a fun job with lots of adventure and action.

3

Plans to reduce crime in the future will not amount to much.

4

I am generally unhappy with the direction that society is going.

5

A good police officer knows that people rarely tell the truth.

6

A good police officer can identify a criminal just by their physical appearance.

7

Police officers only discuss important personal topics with family and with other police
officers.

8

It’s important that police officers stick together when problems occur.

9

Policing is primarily a man’s job.

10

A good police officer finds workable solutions to problems based on past experience.

11

Police administrators quickly forget what it’s like to be a street cop.

12

The public has little understanding of “real” police work.
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Control Variables
Based on the literature on police integrity and police organizational culture,
commonly used personal and occupational attributes of police officers were used as
control variables. These variables included age, gender, rank, educational level, income,
years of service, city, and assignment type.
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Table 3: Operationalization of Variables
Measurement
Level
Ordinal

Endogenous

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

Perception of Police
Organizational
Culture

Ordinal

Exogenous

Age

Ordinal

Control/
exogenous

Gender

Nominal

Rank

Ordinal

Control/
exogenous
Control/
exogenous

Educational level

Ordinal

Control/
exogenous

Income Level

Ordinal

Control/
exogenous

Year of Service

Ordinal

Control/
exogenous

Assignment Type

Nominal

Control/
exogenous

City

Nominal

Control/
Exogenous

Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or unclear
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Less than 25
26-30
31-40
41 or more
Male
Female
Police Officer
Sergeant
Lieutenant & Above
High School
Bachelor of Arts/Science
Two-year college,
Master of Arts/Science
Ph.D.
Less than 20,000 TL
20,000 TL to 30,000 TL
30,000 TL - 40,000 TL
Above 40,000 TL
Less than 5 years
6-10 years
11 years and more
Office work
Uniformed patrol officer
Traffic,
Riot police
Special assignment
Ankara
Istanbul
Diyarbakir

Variable
Perception of Police
Integrity

Attribute
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Role

Operational Measurement
Nine hypothetical case
scenarios describing a
range of corrupt police
behavior.
(How serious do you
consider this behavior to
be?)
Twelve indicators
reflecting major
characteristics of police
organizational culture.
How old are you?

What is your gender?
What is your rank?

What is the highest degree
you completed?

What is the best estimate
of your total household
income for last year?
How long have you been
in the TNP?
What is your assignment?

Sampling
The population of this study consists of active police officers in Turkey.
Currently, the TNP has about 180,000 active members. The unit of analysis of the study
is individual police officers in Turkey.
Many cities in Turkey could be selected for this study, as the Turkish National
Police is the only police organization in Turkey with a highly centralized structure.
Members of the TNP are randomly appointed to 81 cities of Turkey for certain periods
on a rotating basis. The two largest cities in Turkey, Istanbul and Ankara, and the
largest city of eastern Turkey, Diyarbakir, were selected as the study sites. Based on this
study site selection, we are confident that the sample population of this study shares
characteristics with the police populations of other cities and is representative of the
TNP. It should also be noted that Istanbul, with a population of more than 15 million,
and Ankara, with a population of more than 7 million, have the largest populations in
Turkey; as a result, they have the largest number of police of any Turkish city—about
30,000 and 13,000, respectively. These cities are, therefore, the most suitable sites for the
purposes of this study, enabling us to draw study sample from a very large population.
Diyarbakir was selected as the third study site in order to represent the eastern region
of Turkey, which has different demographic characteristics from the rest of the country.
Diyarbakir has a high Kurdish population and has long suffered from terrorist attacks
by the Kurdish Worker’s Party. Thus, the city has been selected in order to observe the
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role of regional differences in officers’ perceptions of integrity and organizational
culture.
Personnel lists of the divisions of human resources in each city were used as the
sampling frame. Stratified random sampling was used to draw the study sample from
personnel lists. Using this sampling method, the population was divided into
homogenous subgroups so that the sample represents the key subgroups of the
population. For this study, stratified random sampling was used to enable the inclusion
of an adequate number of ranked officers in the sample. Otherwise, given the low
proportion of ranked officers to regular officers, it would be impossible to adequately
represent the ranked officers with a simple random sampling. Representation of ranked
officers is important because observing the differences between regular and ranked
officers’ perceptions of integrity and organizational culture is one of the aims of this
study. For this purpose, 300 subjects, consisting of 200 regular police officers and 100
ranked officers, were selected from each city, making a sample size of 900 in total.

Data Collection
Personnel lists of divisions of human resources in each city were used to draw
the sample. Because the researcher is an active police sergeant in the TNP and did not
ask for any significant private information about the subjects, no problem was
encountered in gaining access to the personnel records of the study subjects. The only
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information obtained using personal records were the work or personal e-mail
addresses, work telephone numbers, and work addresses of the sample subjects.
Although access to personnel records did not present a problem, it was still quite
difficult to administer surveys to 900 subjects who worked in different departments and
different parts of three cities. The researcher dealt with this difficulty in two ways: first,
the questionnaires were administered via e-mail to the subjects who had e-mail
addresses in their files. For this purpose, the survey was uploaded to
www.surveymonkey.com and the web-link to the survey was forwarded to the
participants via email. They were asked to follow the link and complete the survey.
Secondly, the rest of the subjects who had no e-mail addresses in their files were called
by telephone and asked what the most convenient way would be for them to receive the
survey. If participants did not have access to or were not familiar with the internet, the
questionnaires were distributed to them in person through designated research
assistants in each city. As a result, except for 37 subjects who were on leave, out of the
city on temporary assignments, or temporarily excused from work for medical reasons,
each participant in the sample was reached by phone, by e-mail, or in person and
informed about the purpose and significance of the study. Each participant to whom the
survey was distributed in person was provided with a stamped envelope on which the
return address was written. Some effort and cost were involved for the researcher;
however, reaching each participant either by email, by phone, or in person and
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informing him or her about the purpose and significance of the study is considered to
be the best way to maximize the participation and response rate.
The survey provided all necessary information about the purposes of the study
to all respondents. Since participation to the study was voluntary, the informed consent
of the participants was obtained before administering the survey. Fortunately, a
majority of the sample subjects could be reached via the internet, and the majority of
surveys could be administered through the internet, as well. To maximize the response
rate, three email follow-ups were sent to non-respondents at two-week intervals after
their receipt of the questionnaire. Similarly, for the participants to whom the surveys
were distributed in person, up to three telephone call follow-ups were made at twoweek intervals after the receipt of the questionnaire. As a result, a 57% response rate
was achieved after the final follow-ups.

Survey Instrument
The questionnaire used in this study consists of three sections. The first section
aimed to measure police officers’ perception of integrity. In this section, police officers
were presented with nine hypothetical case scenarios adapted from Klockars et al.
(2006). The questionnaire developed by Klockars et al. (2006) includes 11 hypothetical
case scenarios; however, two of the scenarios were excluded from this study because
they were not applicable to the Turkish National Police. One of the excluded scenarios
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was about a police officer’s running his own private business in which he sells and
installs security devices. The second scenario was about an officer’s having a second job.
However, police officers in Turkey are not allowed to do a second job. Except for these
two items, the other nine scenarios fit perfectly into the context of policing in Turkey.
Respondents were asked to assess each scenario and specify their perception of
the seriousness of each case. Using a five-point Likert scale developed by Klockars et al.
(2006), respondents’ answers were scaled from “not at all serious” to “very serious.”
The second section of the survey was designed to measure police officers’
perception of organizational culture in the TNP. This section consisted of 12 items that
reflect major characteristics and elements of police organizational culture discussed in
the policing literature. Those characteristics and elements included mission, action,
cynicism, pessimism, suspicion, stereotyping, isolation, solidarity, machismo, and
pragmatism. A five-point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly
disagree,” was used to record the participants’ responses in this section.
The third section was designed to collect information about the sociodemographic characteristics of police officers. The items in this section included age,
gender, rank, years of employment, educational level, income, assignment type, and the
city of assignment.
Age of the respondents was separated into four categories: less than 25, 26 - 30,
31 – 40, and 41 or more. Gender was categorized as male (coded 1) and female (coded
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0). Respondents’ year of service in the TNP consisted of three categories: less than 5
years, 6 - 10 years, and 11 years or more.
The rank of the TNP employees was separated into three categories: police
officers, sergeants, and lieutenant and above. This grouping represents three general
categories in the ranking system of the TNP. The last two categories could have been
separated into more specific categories; however, greater specificity was considered to
be impractical because ranked officers represent a small percentage of the TNP
employee population. Therefore, increasing the number of categories for ranked officers
would result in a very small number of subjects—or perhaps no subjects—for the
upper-level rank categories in the sample.
The total household income of the participants was asked tin order o determine
their economic condition. It was considered to be important because not all officers’
spouses work and have income, which can make a significant difference in officers’
economic condition. An officer’s income also changes by rank and assignment type.
The assignment type of the officers was separated into five categories: office
work, uniformed patrol officer, traffic police, riot police, and special assignment (antiterrorism, intelligence, organized crime, narcotics, and white-collar crimes). Finally, the
educational level of officers was separated into five categories: high school, two-year
college, bachelor of arts/science, master of arts/science, and Ph.D.
The survey was translated into Turkish. In order to ensure a flawless translation,
the translation of the survey was reviewed by Dr. Naim Kapucu, who is a committee
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member and native speaker of Turkish; and Ali Unlu, who is a lieutenant in the TNP
with a master’s degree in criminal justice, as well as a Ph.D. student in the Public Affairs
Doctoral Program at the UCF.

Human Subjects
There was no risk of harming the human subjects in this study. Participation in
the study was voluntary, and subjects were not coerced to participate in the survey. For
this purpose, the informed consent of the subjects was obtained before administration
of the survey. Consent forms include all necessary information about the nature and the
purposes of the study.
The confidentiality of the participants was assured to protect their privacy.
Participants were not asked their names or any other personal information that could
disclose their identity. This process was especially important for this study because
participants were asked to answer questions about their perception of integrity. It
would be too optimistic to expect participants to be honest and sincere in their answers
without the assurance of confidentiality.

Statistical Analysis
This study utilized structural equation modeling, which is “a very general
statistical modeling technique widely used in the behavioral sciences” (Hox & Bechger,
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1998, p.1). Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a comprehensive statistical method
for testing hypotheses based on relations among latent and observed variables (Hoyle,
1995). AMOS version 7 software was used to conduct the analysis.
The structural equational model consists of two main parts: the measurement
model and the structural model. The measurement model prescribes latent variables
and shows their relations with their indicators. Latent variables are often referred to as
factors or constructs and are “free of random error and uniqueness associated with their
indicators” (Hoyle, 1995, p.3).
The measurement model part of the general structural equational model is
confirmatory factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis is a powerful tool for
validating the measurement model of one or more latent constructs that are indicated
by several observable variables. An important advantage of confirmatory factor analysis
over exploratory factor analysis is that it enables researchers to put substantively
meaningful limitations on the model (Wan, 2002). The limitations determine
correlations between pairs of common factors, correlations between pairs of unique
factors, and the effect of a unique factor on observed variables (Wan, 2002).
The structural model shows the potential causal relations between exogenous
and endogenous variables. A multiple regression model differs from a structural model
in that a multiple regression model has no latent variables and is limited to a single
dependent variable (Hoyle, 1995). “When the measurement and structural components
are combined, the result is a comprehensive statistical model that can be used to
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evaluate relations among variables that are free of measurement error" (Hoyle, 1995,
p.3).
This study attempted to measure two latent constructs: the endogenous variable
of perception of police integrity and the exogenous variable of police organizational
culture. A measurement model for police officers’ perception of integrity, which is an
endogenous variable in this study, was developed and validated by confirmatory factor
analysis. As shown in Figure 1, perception of police integrity was measured with nine
indicators, which was based on the assessment of the hypothetical case scenarios that
cover different forms of deviant police practices ranging from minor rule breakings to
incidents of corruption and misconduct.
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Figure 1: A Hypothesized Measurement Model for the Perception of Police Integrity

A second measurement model for the confirmatory factor analysis was
developed for the exogenous variable of perception of police organizational culture.
Perception of police organizational culture was measured with twelve indicators. These
indicators are the items developed to reflect the major characteristics and elements of
police organizational culture.
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Figure 2: A Hypothesized Measurement Model for the Perception of Police Culture

Figure 3 shows the hypothesized structural equation model consisting of the
structural relationship between the two latent constructs and the structural model,
holding constant demographic and organizational variables in the analysis. Control
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variables in this model include age, gender, rank, educational level, years of service,
income, city, and assignment type.
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Figure 3: A Hypothesized Structural Equation Model
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Criteria for the Statistical Analysis
Significance Level: The significance level is used as the criterion for rejecting the
null hypothesis in hypothesis testing. The significance level for a given hypothesis is
“the maximum probability with which we would be willing to risk a Type I error”
(Spiegel & Stephens, 1999, p. 217), which is rejecting a hypothesis when it should be
accepted.
The customary significance level of P < .05 was chosen for this study. The
significance level means that the chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true
is 5 in 100, which makes us 95 percent confident about our decision (Spiegel &
Stephens, 1999). In other words, there is a .05 probability of the hypothesis being wrong
(Spiegel & Stephens, 1999).
Reliability Level: Cronbach's alpha was employed as a measure of reliability to
determine the internal consistency of the indicators in the two scales. It is the most
commonly used method to determine inter-item reliability (Gliner & Morgan, 2000). “It
takes the average correlations among items in a scale and adjusts for the number of
items. Reliable scales are ones with high average correlation and a relatively large
number of items” (Kent, 2001, p. 221).
As stated by Morgan et al. (2005), “alpha should be positive and usually greater
than .70 in order to provide good support for internal consistency reliability” (p. 122).
Although different criteria may be used, there is significant consensus on the level of .70
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for the Cronbach’s alpha. Therefore, .70 was set as the criteria for the reliability analysis
in this study.
Factor Loadings: Factor loadings are regression coefficients that indicate
correlations between latent factors and measured variables. “These coefficients are
important because they signify the nature of the variables that most strongly relate to a
factor; the nature of the variables helps to capture the nature and the meaning of a
factor” (Cappelleri & Gerber, 2003, p.344).
The principle of parsimony suggests that a research model should be as simple as
possible in terms of model structure, included variables, and number of parameters
(Burnham & Anderson, 2002). According to William of Occam, the developer of the
principle, “given a set of equally good explanations for a given phenomenon, then the
correct explanation is the simplest explanation” (Crawley, 2005, p. 7). According to the
parsimony principle, an integral part of hypothesis testing is the process of model
simplification; a significant step of this process is including as few parameters as
possible in the model (Crawley, 2005).
Guided by the parsimony principle, a threshold level was set for factor loadings
in order to keep only the items that best measure the construct. There is no precise cutoff rule to eliminate low loading factors. Malthouse (2001) suggested that “the
magnitude of the factor loading must be at least .30” (p. 81). However, it is more
conservative to use a criterion like .40 to compensate for the likely noises in the data
(Malthouse, 2001). Therefore, the criterion of .40 for each parameter estimate of the
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factor loading, provided it is statistically significant, was used as the threshold level for
assessing the acceptability of a factor loading in the measurement model.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

Descriptive Statistics
Of the 900 subjects in the study sample, 863 were reached, either by phone, by email, or in person to administer the survey. Thirty-seven subjects could not be reached
for various reasons; some were on leave, some were on temporary assignments, and
some were temporarily excused from work for medical reasons. Of the 863 subjects
contacted, 514 responded to the survey, representing a 57% response rate. Given the
study population and the sensitive content of the survey, a 57% response rate is
considered to be a successful one.
Seven respondents were eliminated because they had missing responses for more
than 30% of the survey questions. Twenty-four respondents’ missing answers were
imputed by replacing the missing values with the most frequent values in the variables.
The final data set for the statistical analysis consisted of 507 respondents.
In the first step of the descriptive analysis, frequency tables for univariates were
used to describe the demographic and organizational characteristics of the respondents.
Following the simple frequency analysis of the data, cross-tabulations were presented to
further investigate bivariate relationships between variables. Demographic and
organizational factors, serving as control variables in this research, were cross-tabulated
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with each of the nine indicators of the perception of integrity and 12 indicators of the
perception of organizational culture.

Control Variables
This study includes eight control variables: age, gender, rank, educational level,
years of service, income, city, and assignment type. These variables are demographic
and organizational factors considered to be influential on police officers’ perception of
integrity. Table 4 shows the frequency and percentage distributions for each control
variable.
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Table 4: The Frequency and Percentage Distributions for the Control Variables
Variable
Age

Gender

Rank

Educational level

1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5

Year of Service

1
2
3

Attributes

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative
Percent

less than 25
26-30
31-40
41 or more
Total

27

5.3

5.3

113

22.3

27.6

283

55.8

83.4

84

16.6

100.0

507

100.0

Male
Female
Total

468

92.3

92.3

39

7.7

100.0

507

100.0

police officer
sergeant
lieutenant and above
Total

328

64.7

139

27.4

92.1

40

7.9

100.0

507

100.0

high school
two year college
bachelor of
arts/science
master of arts/science
Ph.D.
Total

210

41.4

41.4

72

14.2

55.6

172

33.9

89.5

47

9.3

98.8
100.0

less than 5 years
6-10 years
11 years and more
Total

64.7

6

1.2

507

100.0

88

17.4

17.4

136

26.8

44.2

283

55.8

100.0

507

100.0

Income

1
2
3
4

Less than 20,000 TL
20,000 TL to 30,000 TL
30,000 TL - 40,000 TL
Above 40,000 TL
Total

245
172
55
35
507

48.3
33.9
10.8
6.9
100.0

48.3
82.2
93.1
100.0

Assignment Type

1
2

office work
uniformed patrol
officer
Traffic
riot police
special assignment
Total

215

42.4

42.4

81

16.0

58.4

29

5.7

64.1

25

4.9

69.0
100.0

3
4
5
City

1
2
3

Ankara
Istanbul
Diyarbakir
Total

77

157

31.0

507

100.0

187

36.9

36.9

170

33.5

70.4

150

29.6

100.0

507

100.0

Of the total of 507 respondents, 27 respondents were less than 25 years old, 113
respondents were between the ages of 26 and 30, 283 respondents were between 31 and
40, and 84 respondents were 41 and more years old, making 5.3%, 23%, 55.8%, and
16.6% respectively. As shown in this table, the age group of 31 - 40 constitutes the
largest portion of the respondents, while those under 25 years old are the smallest
portion.
Female officers constitute between 8 and 9% of the Turkish National Police.
There were 39 female officers in the sample, representing 7.7% of the total respondents.
This shows that the gender distribution is very similar to that of the TNP. The number
of male respondents (N = 468) accounts for 92.3% of all respondents.
Of the total 507 respondents, 328 respondents were police officers (64.7%),
followed by 139 sergeants (27.4%), and 40 lieutenant-and-higher officers (7.9%). As
explained in the sampling section, due to the low proportion of ranked officers to
regular officers, this study used stratified random sampling in order to include an
adequate number of ranked officers in the sample. For this purpose, three hundred
subjects selected from each city consisted of 200 regular police officers and 100 ranked
officers. In other words, 70% were police officers and 30% were ranked officers. When
the rank statistics are examined, however, 64.7% of the respondents were police officers
while 35.3% were ranked officers. This distribution indicates a relatively low response
rate from police officers and a high response rate from the ranked officers.
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Two hundred and ten respondents in the sample were high school graduates, 72
respondents were two-year college graduates, 172 respondents were bachelor’s
graduates, 47 respondents were master’s graduates, and 6 were Ph.D. graduates. The
percentage distributions by educational level were 41.4%, 14.2%, 33.9%, 9.3%, and 1.2%,
respectively. While high school graduates constituted the largest portion of the
respondents with 41.4%, Ph.D. graduates constituted the smallest portion of the
respondents with 1.2 %. Therefore, the category of the Ph.D. graduates was not
included in the cross-tabulation analysis.
In interpreting the educational characteristics of the respondents, two points
should be made. First, a mandatory two-year college education for police officers
started in 2003. Therefore, all police officers who entered the TNP after 2003 have at
least a two-year college degree. This does not, however, necessarily mean that police
officers who entered the TNP before 2002 have less than a two-year college degree.
Before 2003, while a high school degree was sufficient to become a TNP member, there
were also officers with a two-year college education or a bachelor’s degree, though not a
significant number. Second, all ranked officers in Turkey graduate from the Police
Academy with a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice. In contrast to the police
academies in the United States that provide only short-term training for police
candidates, the Police Academy in Turkey is the one and only educational and training
institute established to train ranked officers for the TNP. As a result, all ranked officers
in the TNP have at least a bachelor’s degree.
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Of the total 507 respondents, 88 respondents (17.4%) had less than 5 years of
service, 136 respondents (26.8%) had between 6 and 10 years of service, and 283
respondents (55.8%) had 11 or more years of service in the TNP. It is not surprising that
the biggest portion of the respondents in the sample had eleven and more years of
service, as that group represented the biggest part of the TNP in terms of years of
service. This group could be divided into at least one more category; however, further
subdivision was not considered necessary for the purposes of this study. The fact that
the smallest portion of the respondents was the group having less than five years of
service is also consistent with the characteristics of the TNP in terms of years of service
of its employees. Since the requirement of a two-year college degree for police officers
after 2002, there has been a substantial decrease in the number of police officers
recruited by the TNP recruited each year. Therefore, this group of respondents
represented the smallest part of the TNP in terms of years of service.
Two hundred and forty-five respondents—48.3% of the sample—had less than
20,000 TL in annual household income in the last year. This group of respondents
constituted the biggest portion of all respondents. One hundred and seventy-two
respondents, with 33.9% of the sample, had 20,000 TL to 30,000 TL; 55 respondents with
10.8% had 30,000 TL - 40,000 TL; and 35 respondents with 6.9% had more than 40,000
TL in total annual household income in the last year. It should be noted that members
of the TNP are not allowed to have a second job. While an officer’s income may change
according to the rank, assignment type, and years of service, the biggest factor that
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influences household income is the presence or absence of a working spouse. Here, one
could easily discern the income pattern of the TNP members. While a large number of
respondents were in the lowest income category, the highest income category had the
smallest number of respondents. Put differently, the number of respondents in income
categories decreased as the amount of income increased in those categories.
Two hundred and fifteen respondents stated that they held office jobs in the
TNP, representing 42.4% of all respondents. This category of assignment type
represented the biggest portion of all respondents. The office work category was
followed by the special assignment category with 157 respondents, representing 31% of
all respondents. The special assignment category included officers who worked in the
departments of anti-terrorism, intelligence, organized crime, narcotics, and white-collar
crimes. Eighty-one respondents—16% of the respondents—stated that they were
uniformed patrol officers; 29 respondents, with 5.7%, stated that they were traffic
police; and 25 respondents, with 31%, stated that they were riot police. While these
statistical numbers of assignment types in the sample are mostly consistent with the
actual numbers in the TNP, the respondents in the office work category are more than
expected. Two factors might have played a role in increasing the number of
respondents in the office work category. First, since all other assignment types include
office work at the same time, some respondents might have preferred office work to
other assignments. This factor was anticipated during the development of the survey;
however, including office work as an assignment type was considered to have the
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potential to yield significant consequences for the study: there is likely to be significant
distinction between officers who perform office work (and consequently do not interact
with the public very often) and officers who work on the street (and consequently have
a great deal of interaction with people) in terms of these officers’ perception of integrity
and organizational culture. Second, even though even the smallest unit of the TNP has
internet access, officers who perform office work often have easier and more cinsistent
access to the internet, which might have resulted in a higher response rate from that
group of officers in the sample.
This study was conducted in three cities of Turkey: Ankara, Istanbul, and
Diyarbakir. While the 900 total subjects were selected evenly from these three cities,
their response rate differed. The largest plurality of respondents was from Ankara with
187 respondents, representing 36.9% of all respondents. Ankara was followed by
Istanbul with 170, making 33.5% of all respondents. A relatively small number of
respondents was from Diyarbakir with 150 respondents, accounting for 29.6% of all
respondents.

Perception of Organizational Culture
Officers’ perception of organizational culture is an exogenous latent variable in
this study that was measured by 12 indicators reflecting the major elements and
characteristics of police organizational culture, such as: mission, action, cynicism,
pessimism, suspicion, stereotyping, isolation, solidarity, machismo, and pragmatism.
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Responses were coded on the basis of a five-point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly
agree” to “strongly disagree.”
For each of the 12 indicators, frequency analysis was conducted to explore the
distributional properties of different subgroups of the sample (See Table 5). Following
the frequency analysis, cross-tabulations were conducted to identify the influence of
specific factors on each indicator.
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Table 5: The Frequency and Percentage Distributions for the Perception of Police
Culture
Indicators
Policing is more than a job; it’s a special
way of life.

Policing is a fun job with lots of
adventure and action.

Plans to reduce crime in the future will
not amount to much.

I am generally unhappy with the
direction that society is going.

A good police officer knows that people
rarely tell the truth.

A good police officer can identify a
criminal just by their physical
appearance.

1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5

Scale
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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Frequency

Percent

140

27.6

173

34.1

51

10.1

90

17.8

53

10.5

507

100.0

44

8.7

105

20.7

94

18.5

173

34.1

91

17.9

507

100.0

62

12.2

69

13.6

90

17.8

181

35.7

105

20.7

507

100.0

86

17.0

178

35.1

83

16.4

133

26.2

27

5.3

507

100.0

56

11.0

175

34.5

72

14.2

173

34.1

31

6.1

507

100.0

53

10.5

147

29.0

65

12.8

199

39.3

43

8.5

Police officers only discuss important
personal topics with family and with
other police officers.

It’s important that police officers stick
together when problems occur.

Policing is primarily a man’s job.

A good police officer finds workable
solutions to problems based on past
experience.

Police administrators quickly forget
what it’s like to be a street cop.

The public has little understanding of
“real” police work.

Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total

507

Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Not sure or
unclear
Disagree
Strongly disagree

85

100.0

19

3.7

80

15.8

71

14.0

245

48.3

92

18.1

507

100.0

324

63.9

163

32.1

7

1.4

5

1.0

8

1.6

507

100.0

85

16.8

225

44.4

21

4.1

131

25.8

45

8.9

507

100.0

219

43.2

245

48.3

19

3.7

18

3.6

6

1.2

507

100.0

80

15.8

146

28.8

98

19.3

145

28.6

38

7.5

507

100.0

189

37.3

240

47.3

22

4.3

46

9.1

10

2.0

507

100.0

As seen in Table 5, a majority of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with
the seventh, eighth, tenth, and twelfth indicators, regardless of their demographics and
organizational differences. Therefore, cross-tabulations of these indicators revealed no
significant relationships with the control variables. Cross-tabulations of other indicators
indicated significant relationships mainly with age, rank, and educational level, which
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Indicator 1: Policing is more than a job; it’s a special way of life.
The first indicator was designed to emphasize police officers’ view of their job as
a mission, rather than just a job. The total number of respondents who either agreed or
strongly agreed with the first indicator was 313. On the other hand, the total number of
respondents who either disagreed or strongly disagreed with this indicator was 143.
Fifty-one respondents were not sure or were unclear about this indicator. Thus, the
cumulative percentage of the respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed was
61.7%, while the cumulative percentage of the respondents who either disagreed or
strongly disagreed was 28.3%, showings respondents’ clear support for the first
indicator.
Cross-tabulations for the first indicator showed significant relationships with age
and educational level. A pattern between age categories and their perception of the first
indicator is noticeable. While 51.8% of the respondents in the age group of less than 25
agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator, the percentages were 55.7% for the age
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group of 26 – 30, 59.7% for the age group of 31-40, and 79.8% for the age group of 41 or
more.
Officers’ perceptions of the first indicator also varied according to their
educational level. While 72.9% of the respondents who were high school graduates
agreed or strongly agreed, the percentages were 40.3% for the respondents who were
two-year college graduates, 60.5% for the bachelor’s graduates, and 53.2% for the
master’s graduates. Respondents who were high school graduates also constituted the
smallest percentage (14.3%) of those who disagreed or strongly disagreed with this
indicator. The percentages were 50% for the two-year graduates, 32.6% for the
bachelor’s graduates, and 38.2% for the master’s graduates.
The increasing pattern of support for this indicator from the youngest age group
to the oldest age group suggests that as officers get older, they tend more strongly to see
policing as a special way of life. These findings also show that less-educated officers are
more likely to view policing as a special way of life compared to more highly educated
officers.
Indicator 2: Policing is a fun job with lots of adventure and action.
The second indicator stressed the police view of their occupation as an exciting
job with lots of action. This indicator was either agreed with or strongly agreed with by
149 respondents, with a cumulative percentage of 29.4%. It was either disagreed with or
strongly disagreed with by 264 respondents, with a cumulative percentage of 52%.
Ninety-four respondents (18.5%) were not sure or were unclear about this indicator.
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Thus, the majority of the respondents did not support this indicator; however, it still
received considerable support.
Cross-tabulations for the second indicator revealed patterned relationships with
age and years of service. The indicator was agreed or strongly agreed with by 44.4% of
the respondents within the age group of less than 25. It was agreed or strongly agreed
with by 37.2% of the respondents within the age group of 26 - 30, by 29.6% of the
respondents within the age group of 31 – 40, and by 13.1% of the respondents within
the age group of 41 or more. As these numbers indicate, a systematically patterned
relationship exists between the second indicator and age categories.
Another factor that influenced officers’ perception on the second indicator was
their years of service. The same systematic pattern in the relationship with officers’ age
can be seen in the relationship with officers’ years of service. 39.8% of the respondents
with less than five years of service, 32.3% of the respondents with 6 to 10 years of
service, and 24.8% of the respondents with 11 years or more of service in the TNP
agreed or strongly agreed with the second indicator.
Indicator 3: Plans to reduce crime in the future will not amount to much.
The third indicator was developed to emphasize cynicism, one of the major
characteristics of police organizational culture widely discussed in the literature. The
total number of respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed with the third
indicator was 139. On the other hand, the total number of respondents who either
disagreed or strongly disagreed with this indicator was 286. Ninety respondents (17.8%)
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were not sure or were unclear about this indicator. Thus, the cumulative percentage of
the respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed was 25.8%, while the cumulative
percentage of the respondents who either disagreed or strongly disagreed was 56.4%.
While about a quarter of the respondents supported this indicator, more than half of the
respondents did not support it.
Age and educational level were the factors that influenced officers’ perceptions
on the third indicator. In contrast to the increasing and decreasing patterns of age
shown on the first two indicators, the only significant relationship between age and the
third indicator can be seen in the oldest age category. While 63.1% of the respondents in
the age group of 41 or more agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator, the
percentages were 22.2% for the age group of less than 25, 16.8% for the age group of 26
– 30, and 18.7% for the age group of 31-40. As these numbers indicate, the oldest age
category substantially differs from the other age categories.
Officers’ perception of the third indicator was also influenced by their
educational level. According to educational level, the percentages of the respondents
who agreed or strongly agreed with the third indicator were as follows: 40.4% high
school graduates, 23.6% two-year college graduates, 12.8% bachelor’s graduates, and
6.4% master’s graduates. These numbers clearly show the systematically patterned
relationship between the third indicator and officers’ educational level.
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According to these findings, while young officers are more likely to be less
cynical, they tend to be more cynical as they get older. Officers also tend to be less
cynical as their educational level increases.
Indicator 4: I am generally unhappy with the direction that society is going.
The fourth indicator reflected the pessimism element in police organizational
culture. Of all 507 respondents, 264 respondents (a cumulative percentage of 52.1%)
either agreed or strongly agreed, while 160 respondents (a cumulative percentage of
31.5%) either disagreed or strongly disagreed with this indicator. Eighty-three
respondents (16.4%) were not sure or were unclear. These statistics show that this
indicator was supported by the majority of the respondents.
Cross-tabulations showed the influence of officers’ rank and educational level on
the fourth indicator. According to educational level, the percentages of the respondents
who agreed or strongly agreed with the fourth indicator were as follows: 63.4% high
school graduates, 59.7% two-year college graduates, 43.1% bachelor’s graduates, and
29.8% master’s graduates. The patterned relationship between the third indicator and
officers’ educational level can clearly be seen in these findings.
Rank is another factor that influenced officers’ perception of the fourth indicator.
While no significant difference emerged between the two categories of ranked officers,
the difference between ranked and non-ranked officers is noticeable. While 61% of
police officers agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator, only 33.8% of sergeants and
42% of lieutenants and higher officers agreed or strongly agreed with it.
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These statistics suggest that police officers in the TNP are likely to be more
pessimistic than ranked officers. The results also show that officers tend to become less
pessimistic as their educational level increases.
Indicator 5: A good police officer knows that people rarely tell the truth.
The fifth indicator addressed suspicion, which is one of the most prominent
themes of police organizational culture. This indicator was either agreed or strongly
agreed with by 231 respondents, with a cumulative percentage of 45.6%. It was either
disagreed or strongly disagreed with by 204 respondents, with a cumulative percentage
of 40.2%. Seventy-two respondents (14.2%) were not sure or were unclear about this
indicator. Although more respondents supported this indicator, there is only a small
difference between the number of the respondents who supported it and the number
who opposed it.
Cross-tabulations for the fifth indicator indicated significant relationships with
officers’ age and educational level. According to educational level, the percentages of
the respondents who agreed or strongly agreed with the fifth indicator were as follows:
61.4% high school graduates, 40.2% two-year college graduates, 34.3% bachelor’s
graduates, and 27.6% master’s graduates. The patterned relationship between the fifth
indicator and officers’ educational level can clearly be seen in these findings.
Although no systematically patterned relationship exists between the fifth
indicator and age, the difference between the oldest age group and the other age groups
is noticeable. While 65.5% of the respondents in the age group of 41 years and more
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agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator, the percentages were 44.4%, 38%, and
42.7% for the other age categories.
According to these findings, while young officers in the TNP are less suspicious about
people, they tend to become more suspicious as they get older. The results also show
that less-educated officers tend to be more suspicious about people than the more
highly educated officers. Officers tend to be less suspicious as their educational level
increases.
Indicator 6: A good police officer can identify a criminal just by their physical appearance.
The sixth indicator was designed to reflect “stereotyping,” which is a consistent
theme in police organizational culture. This indicator was either agreed or strongly
agreed with by 200 respondents, with a cumulative percentage of 39.4%. It was either
disagreed or strongly disagreed with by 242 respondents, with a cumulative percentage
of 41.8%. Sixty-five respondents (12.8%) were not sure or were unclear about this
indicator. The combined frequency score of the “agree” and “strongly agree” categories
for this indicator is slightly higher than that of the “disagree” and “strongly disagree”
categories. Considering that 12.8% of respondents were not sure or were unclear, it
could be argued that the opinions of the respondents on this indicator are evenly
distributed.
Officers’ age, rank, years of service, and educational level influenced their
perception on the sixth indicator. The indicator was agreed or strongly agreed with by
29.6% of the respondents within the age group of less than 25. It was agreed or strongly
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agreed with by 23% of the respondents within the age group of 26 - 30, by 26.3% of the
respondents within the age group of 31 – 40, and by 75% of the respondents within the
age group of 41 or more. The difference between the oldest age group and the other
three age groups is apparent from these findings.
Of the respondents, 56.6% of the high school graduates, 31.9% of the two-year
college graduates, 29.7% of the bachelor’s graduates, and 12.8% of the master’s
graduates agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator. The decreasing pattern of
agreement from the youngest age group to the oldest one is noticeable.
Of the respondents, 47.5% of police officers, 26.7% of sergeants, and 17.5% of
lieutenant and higher officers agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator. Officers’
perception on the sixth indicator also differed according to their years of service. 28.4%
of the respondents in the less than 5 years category, 31.6% of the respondents in the 6 –
10 years category, and 46.6% of the respondents in the 11 years or more category agreed
or strongly agreed with this indicator.
Although no systematically patterned relationship exists between the sixth
indicator and officers’ age, there is a significant difference between the oldest age group
and the other age groups. These findings suggest that officers in the TNP are more
likely to stereotype people according their appearances as they get older and their years
of service increase. They are less likely to stereotype people as their rank and
educational level increases.
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Indicator 9: Policing is primarily a man’s job.
The ninth indicator characterized the “machismo” element of police
organizational culture. Of all 507 respondents, 310 respondents (cumulative percentage
of 61.1%) either agreed or strongly agreed, while 176 respondents (cumulative
percentage of 34.7%) either disagreed or strongly disagreed with this indicator. Twentyone respondents (4.1%) were not sure or were unclear about this indicator. Although it
was supported by the majority of the respondents, the number of opponents against
this indicator is also considerable.
Other than officers’ years of service, cross-tabulation analysis did not show
significant relationships between the ninth indicator and the other variables. Although
there is no significant difference between the variable categories, the increasing pattern
of agreement on this indicator from the least to the most years of service category is
noticeable. 54.5% of the respondents with less than five years of service, 58.8% of the
respondents with 6 to 10 years of service, and 64.3% of the respondents with 11 years or
more service in the TNP agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator.
Since the ninth indicator was focused on the machismo element of police
organizational culture, gender differences on the perception of this indicator deserve
explanation. While 62.6% of the male respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this
indicator, only 43.6% of the female respondents agreed or strongly agreed with it. On
the other hand, 32.9% of the male respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with this
indicator, while 56.4% of the female respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with
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it. It is interesting to see that only slightly more than half of the female respondents
disagreed that policing is primarily a man’s job.
Indicator 11: Police administrators quickly forget what it’s like to be a street cop.
The eleventh indicator reflected a common police perception that when
organizational members move to higher ranks they forget the real face of policing. The
total number of respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator
was 226. On the other hand, the total number of respondents who either disagreed or
strongly disagreed with it was 183. Eighty-nine respondents (19.3%) were not sure or
were unclear about this indicator. Thus, the cumulative percentage of the respondents
who either agreed or strongly agreed was 44.6%, while the cumulative percentage of the
respondents who either disagreed or strongly disagreed was 36.1%. While the number
of respondents who supported this indicator is greater than those who opposed it, the
number of opponents is still a considerable one.
Cross-tabulations for the eleventh indicator showed significant relationships
with rank and educational level. While 58.3% of police officers agreed or strongly
agreed with this indicator, 20.9% of sergeants and 15% of lieutenants and higher officers
agreed or strongly agreed with it. Officers’ perception of the eleventh indicator was also
influenced by their educational level. According to educational level, the percentages of
the respondents who agreed or strongly agreed with this indicator were as follows:
60% high school graduates, 58.4% two-year college graduates, 29.1% bachelor’s
graduates, and 19.2% master’s graduates.
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As these findings indicate, there is a significant difference between the
percentages of the non-ranked and ranked officers, and between the two lower
educational level categories and the two higher educational level categories. It is not
surprising that police officers are more likely to believe that police administrators
quickly forget street policing.

Perception of Integrity
Perception of integrity is the latent endogenous variable in this study. As stated
earlier, it was measured by nine hypothetical case scenarios that “cover a range of
corrupt behavior, from that which merely gives an appearance of conflict of interest to
incidents of bribery” (Klockars et al., 2006). For each of the nine indicators, descriptive
analysis was performed to identify the percentages and proportions of subjects in the
different subgroups of the sample (see Table 6). Descriptive analysis was followed by
cross-tabulation analysis to examine potential associations between each scenario and
demographic characteristics of respondents as well as their occupational differences.
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Table 6: The Frequency and Percentage Distributions for the Perception of Police
Integrity
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Scenarios

Accepting free meals and other items of
small value from local merchants

Taking bribe in return for not issuing a
citation for a traffic violation

Accepting free foods and drinks from
local merchants and restaurants on
holidays.

Taking a watch from a jewelry shop after
burglary.

Taking gratuities from vehicle repair
shop for referring the owners of damaged
cars in accidents.

Transporting drunk driver police officer
to his home instead of reporting the
offence

Not reporting a bar that still serves drink
after its closing time in return for a couple

Scale

1
2
3
4
5
Total

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

1
2
3
4
5
Total

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

1
2
3
4
5
Total

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

1
2
3
4
5
Total

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

1
2

Not at all serious
Not too serious
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Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

Freque
ncy

Percent

45

8.9

76

15.0

76

15.0

104

20.5

206

40.6

507

100.0

5

1.0

0

0

7

1.4

33

6.5

462
507

91.1
100.0

36

7.1

89

17.6

93

18.3

96

18.9

193

38.1

507

100.0

5

1.0

9

1.8

5

1.0

14

2.8

474

93.5

507

100.0

36

7.1

60

11.8

53

10.5

89

17.6

269

53.1

507

100.0

85

16.8

111

21.9

92

18.1

87

17.2

132

26.0

507

100.0

8

1.6

2

.4

of free drinks.

8

9

Punching a thief as a punishment for
fleeing and resisting to arrest.

Taking money from a found valet

3
4
5
Total

Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

1
2
3
4
5
Total
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious
Not at all serious
Not too serious
Not sure or unclear
Serious
Very serious

26

5.1

79

15.6

392

77.3

507

100.0

76

15.0

88

17.4

90

17.8

89

17.6

164
507

32.3
100.0

5

1.0

0

0

0

0

15

3.0

487

96.1

507

100.0

A very high percentage of the respondents indicated their disapproval of
the deviant behavior described in the second, fourth, seventh, and ninth
scenarios, regardless of any demographic and organizational differences.
Therefore, cross-tabulations of these scenarios with control variables indicated no
significant difference. Other scenarios are examined in the following paragraphs.
Scenario 1: A police officer routinely accepts free meals, cigarettes, and other
items of small value from merchants on his beat. He does not solicit these gifts and
is careful not to abuse the generosity of those who give gifts to him.
The total number of respondents who considered the behavior illustrated
in this scenario to be either not too serious or not at all serious was 121. On the
other hand, the total number of respondents who found this behavior either
serious or very serious was 310. The cumulative percentages of these two groups
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of respondents were 23.9% and 61.1%, respectively. Seventy-six respondents
(15%) were not sure or were unclear about this behavior. Overall, the behavior in
this scenario was found to be unacceptable by the majority of the respondents.
Cross-tabulation analysis of the first scenario indicated significant relationships
with the age, rank, and educational level of officers. 55.5% of the less than 25 age group,
76.1% of the 26 – 30 age group, 66.7% of the 31 – 40 age group, and 27.4% of the 41 and
above age group considered this deviant behavior to be either serious or very serious.
While the pattern in perceptions of seriousness from the youngest age group to the
oldest age group is clear, two more points deserve explanation. First, more than half of
the respondents in the oldest age group found this behavior not too serious or not at all
serious. This percentage is more than the combined percentages of the other three age
groups. Therefore, the oldest age group significantly differs from the other age groups
in terms of their perception of the first scenario. Second, 33.3% of the youngest age
group were not sure or were unclear about the seriousness of the behavior described in
this scenario—a very high percentage compared to other age groups. This result may
have important implications for police education and training in the TNP, in that it
shows that one-third of young officers have no established opinions on integrity issues.
Officers’ rank was another factor that influenced their perceptions on the second
scenario. While 46.3% of the respondents who were non-ranked officers found this
behavior serious or very serious, the same percentages were 85% and 89.2% for the two
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categories of ranked officers. These findings show that ranked and non-ranked officers
in the TNP significantly differ in their perceptions of this scenario.
Officers’ perceptions of the first scenario also changed according to their
educational level. Of the respondents, 33.3% of the high school graduates, 51.4% of the
two-year college graduates, 91.9% of the bachelor’s graduates, and 85.1% of the master’s
graduates considered this deviant behavior to be serious or very serious. While these
findings show a pattern in officers’ perception of the behavior described in this
scenario, the difference between the two lower categories of educational level and the
two higher categories of educational level is noticeable.
Overall, these findings suggest that while young officers in the TNP are less
likely to accept free meals and other items of small value while on duty, this behavior is
more acceptable for older officers. The findings also show that non-ranked officers are
much more likely to accept free meals and other small-value items than ranked officers.
Lastly, while this deviant behavior is more acceptable for the less-educated officers, its
acceptability declines as their educational level increases.
Scenario 3: A police officer is widely liked in the community, and on holidays
local merchants and restaurant and bar owners show their appreciation for his
attention by giving him gifts of food and liquor.
The behavior described in this scenario was considered to be either not too
serious or not at all serious by 125 respondents, representing 24.7% of all
respondents. On the other hand, it was considered to be serious or very serious
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by 289 respondents, representing 57% of all respondents. Ninety-three
respondents (18.3%) were not sure or were unclear about this behavior. Although
this behavior is not supported by the majority of the respondents, the number of
respondents who supported it and those who were not sure or unclear is still
considerable.
According to cross-tabulation analysis, age, rank, educational level, and income
were the factors that influenced officers’ perceptions on the third scenario. This
behavior was found to be serious or very serious by 51.7% of the respondents in the age
group of less than 25, by 66.4% of the respondents in the age group of 26 – 30, by 63.2%
of the respondents in the age group of 30-41, and by 25% of the respondents in the age
group of 41 and above. Although no patterned relationship exists between age
categories and officers’ seriousness perceptions of this scenario, the difference between
the oldest age category and the other three age categories is apparent.
Rank was another factor that had an impact on officers’ perceptions of the third
scenario. While the behavior in this scenario was considered to be serious or very
serious by 43% of the respondents who were non-ranked officers, it was found to be
serious or very serious by 82% and 85% by the respondents who were in the two
categories of ranked officers. As these numbers clearly demonstrate, while the two rank
categories are very close in their perceptions of this behavior, there is a substantial
difference between the perceptions of ranked and non-ranked officers.
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The officers’ educational levels were another important contributing factor in
their perception of the third scenario. Of all respondents, the behavior in this scenario
was considered to be serious or very serious by 33.8% of the high school graduates,
37.5% of the two-year college graduates, 83.7% of the bachelor’s graduates, and 87.2% of
the master’s graduates. While respondents’ perceptions of this scenario are very close to
each other between the two lower categories of educational level and between the two
higher categories of educational level, the significant difference between the lower and
higher educational level categories is noticeable.
Although not as strong as the previous three factors, the impact of officers’
income on their perception of the third scenario is noticeable. While 49% of the
respondents in the lowest income category thought this behavior to be serious or very
serious, the percentages for the other three income categories were 63.4%, 67.4%, and
65.7%. Although the difference between the lowest income group and the others is not
large, it still shows that this deviant behavior is more likely to be considered acceptable
by the officers with low income.
These results suggest that older officers in the TNP are more likely to accept free
food and drinks from local merchants and restaurants on holidays than are the younger
officers. This deviant behavior is also much more acceptable for non-ranked officers
than it is for the ranked officers, according to these findings. The results also indicate
that officers with high school and two-year college degrees are more likely to accept
free food and drinks on holidays than are officers with bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
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Lastly, this deviant behavior is more acceptable for officers with low income than it is
for officers with higher income.
Scenario 5: A police officer has a private arrangement with a local auto body shop
to refer the owners of cars damaged in accidents to the shop. In exchange for each
referral, he receives payment of 5 percent of the repair bill from the shop owner.
The total number of respondents who considered the behavior illustrated in this
scenario to be either not too serious or not at all serious was 96. On the other hand, the
total number of respondents who found this behavior either serious or very serious was
358. The cumulative percentages of these two groups of respondents were 18.9% and
70.7%, respectively. Fifty-three respondents (10.5%) were not sure or were unclear
about this behavior. Overall, a majority of the respondents found that the behavior in
this scenario was unacceptable.
Cross-tabulation analysis for the fifth scenario indicated significant relationships
with age, rank, and educational level of officers. 81.4% of the less than 25 age group,
79.6% of the 26 – 30 age group, 76.6% of the 31 – 40 age group, and 34.6% of the 41 and
above age group considered this deviant behavior to be either serious or very serious.
While the first three age groups have very close percentages, the oldest age group
significantly differs from these three groups.
Officers’ rank was another factor that influenced their perceptions of the fifth
scenario. While 58.5% of the respondents who were non-ranked officers found this
deviant behavior to be serious or very serious, the percentages for this same response
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were 94.2% and 85% for the two categories of ranked officers. These findings indicate
that ranked and non-ranked officers in the TNP significantly differ in their perceptions
of this kind of deviant behavior.
Officers’ perceptions of the fifth scenario also vary according to their educational
level. Fifty percent of the high school graduates, 62.3% of the two-year college
graduates, 91.8% of the bachelor’s graduates, and 93.6% of the master’s graduates
considered this behavior to be serious or very serious. As well as a systematic pattern in
officers’ perception of the behavior described in this scenario, these findings also show a
significant difference between the two lower groups and the two higher educational
level groups.
These findings show that this kind of deviant behavior is more acceptable for the
older officers than it is for the younger officers in the TNP. It is also much more
acceptable to non-ranked officers than it is to the ranked officers. Lastly, officers with
high school and two-year college degrees are more likely to accept this kind of deviant
activity than are officers with bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
Scenario 6: At 2:00 a.m., a police officer, who is on duty, is driving his patrol car
on a deserted road. He sees a vehicle that has been driven off the road and is stuck
in a ditch. He approaches the vehicle and observes that the driver is not hurt but is
obviously intoxicated. He also finds that the driver is a police officer. Instead of
reporting this accident and offense, he transports the driver to his home.
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The behavior described in this scenario was considered to be either not at
all serious or not too serious by 196 respondents, which represents 38.7% of all
respondents. On the other hand, it was considered to be serious or very serious
by 219 respondents, representing 43.2% of all respondents. Ninety-two
respondents (18.1%) were not sure or were unclear about this behavior. The
combined frequency score of the “not at all serious” and “not too serious”
categories for this scenario is slightly higher than that of the “serious” and “very
serious” categories. Considering that 18.1% of respondents who were not sure or
unclear, it could be argued that opinions of the respondents on this behavior are
evenly distributed.
According to cross-tabulation analysis, age, rank, and educational level were the
factors that influenced officers’ perceptions on the sixth scenario. This behavior was
found to be serious or very serious by 40.7% of the respondents in the age group of less
than 25, by 51.3% of the respondents in the age group of 26 – 30, by 49.8% of the
respondents in the age group of 30 – 41, and by 10.7% of the respondents in the age
group of 41 and above. While there is no systematically patterned relationship between
age and officers’ perception of this behavior, there is a substantial difference between
the oldest age category and the other three age categories.
Officers’ rank was another influential factor in their perceptions of the sixth
scenario. While the deviant behavior in this scenario was considered to be serious or
very serious by 30.5% of the respondents who were non-ranked officers, it was found to
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be serious or very serious by 57.6% and 62.5% by the respondents who were in the two
categories of ranked officers. While there is only a slight difference between the two
rank categories, the difference between ranked and non-ranked officers is significant.
Educational level was another factor influencing officers’ perception of the sixth
scenario. Of all respondents, the behavior in this scenario was considered to be serious
or very serious by 20.5% of the high school graduates, 24.7% of the two-year college
graduates, 66.8% of the bachelor’s graduates, and 63.9% of the master’s graduates.
These findings show that respondents with high school and two-year college degrees
significantly differ from the respondents who have higher levels of education in their
perceptions of this type of deviant behavior.
Overall, these findings suggest that transporting a drunk driver to one’s home
instead of reporting the offence is a more acceptable behavior for older officers than it is
for younger officers. The findings also show that non-ranked officers are more likely to
find this type of deviant behavior acceptable than are ranked officers. Lastly, while it is
more acceptable for the less-educated officers, its acceptability declines as their
educational level increases.
Scenario 8: Two police officers on foot patrol surprise a man who is attempting to
break into an automobile. The man flees. They chase him for about two blocks
before apprehending him by tackling him and wrestling him to the ground. After
he is under control, both officers punch him a couple of times in the stomach as
punishment for fleeing and resisting.
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One hundred sixty-four respondents considered this behavior to be not too
serious or not at all serious, which represented 32.3% of all respondents. Two hundred
fifty-three respondents, with 49.9%, however, found this behavior serious or very
serious. Ninety respondents (17.8%) were not sure or were unclear about this behavior.
Although this deviant behavior is not supported by a majority of the respondents, the
number of respondents who supported it and the high number of respondents who
were not sure or unclear is still significant.
Cross-tabulation analysis for the eighth scenario indicated significant
relationships with age, rank, and educational level. Thirty-three percent of the less than
25 age group, 61.9% of the 26 – 30 age group, 55.5% of the 31 – 40 age group, and 20.3%
of the 41 and above age group considered this behavior to be either serious or very
serious. According to these findings, the difference between the oldest age group and
the other three age groups is clear, as it is in the previous scenarios. The high percentage
(33.3%) of the youngest age group who were not sure or were unclear is also noticeable
in the eighth scenario.
Officers’ rank was another factor that influenced their perception of the eighth
scenario. While 38.4% of the respondents who were non-ranked officers found this
behavior serious or very serious, it was 69.8% and 77% for the two categories of ranked
officers. The difference between the perceptions of ranked and non-ranked officers is
again apparent in the eighth scenario.
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The educational level of officers is again an important indicator of their
perceptions of the eighth scenario. Of the respondents, 30% of the high school
graduates, 37.5% of the two-year college graduates, 73.3% of the bachelor’s graduates,
and 72.3% of the master’s graduates considered this behavior to be serious or very
serious. Similarly to the previous scenarios, perception differences between the two
lower groups and the two higher groups of educational level are noticeable.
According to these findings, older officers in the TNP are more likely to find
punching a thief as punishment for fleeing and resisting arrest to be acceptable behavior
than are the younger officers. This deviant behavior is also more likely to be
disapproved of by ranked officers than it is fby non-ranked officers. The results also
suggest that officers with high school and two-year college degrees are more likely to
approve of this deviant behavior than are officers with bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
Overall, cross-tabulations revealed that age, rank, and educational level were
strong indicators of officers’ perceptions in the five scenarios. Other than these three
factors, the impact of income was apparent in the third scenario. No relationship could
be detected in four scenarios, since the corrupt behaviors described in those scenarios
were strongly disapproved by respondents from all demographic segments.
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Correlations
Before starting the statistical analysis, correlation matrices were developed for
the two measurement scales and for the independent variables using the standard
Pearson product-moment procedure to detect any multicollinearity problem.
“Multicollinearity refers to the situation in which the independent variables are highly
correlated, although there is, understandably, no agreement as to what ‘high’ means”
(Choi, 1999). According to the literature, the most commonly used cut-off points for
multicollinearity range between .70 and .80. However, higher values of correlation are
also used as criteria for multicollinearity. For instance, “both Kennedy (1998) and
Judge, Griffiths, Hill, Lutkepohl, and Lee (1985) suggest that a high correlation
coefficient, above 0.8 or 0.9 in absolute value, may indicate multicollinearity” (as cited
in Hassab, Elnaby & Mosebach, 2005).
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Table 7: The Correlation Matrix for Personal Attributes as Control Variables
Spearman's rho
Age
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Gender Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Rank
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Edu
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Year
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Income Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Assign Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
City
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Age

Gender

Rank

Edu

Year

Income

Assign

City

1.000
.
507
.018

1.000

.680
507

.
507

-.132(**)

-.122(**)

1.000

.003
507

.006
507

.
507

-.392(**)

-.107(*)

.757(**)

1.000

.000
507

.016
507

.000
507

.
507

.747(**)

.024

.060

-.225(**)

1.000

.000
507

.588
507

.176
507

.000
507

.
507

-.011

.203(**)

.245(**)

.197(**)

.109(*)

1.000

.804
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.014
507

.
507

-.057

-.068

.113(*)

.075

-.074

-.059

1.000

.198
507

.128
507

.011
507

.092
507

.094
507

.186
507

.
507

-.068

.045

-.012

-.016

-.064

-.030

.003

1.000

.126
.312
.781
507
507
507
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

.725
507

.151
507

.496
507

.939
507

.
507

The correlation matrix indicates that other than two correlations, most of the
correlations between the variables are either low or moderate. High correlations exist
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between age and years of service (.747) and rank and educational level (.757), which
may indicate a threat of multicollinearity.
High correlations between these two pairs of variables were expected. In the
most general sense, age and year of service may be directly proportional, and it is
possible that these two variables may covary to a certain extent. However, the variable
years of service is not necessarily an exact indicator of age: for instance, an officer who
would enter the TNP at the age of 20 might have 10 years of service at the age of 30,
while another might just have entered the TNP at the age of 30. Similarly, the
relationship between rank and educational level may be directly proportional to a
certain extent, because all ranked officers have at least a bachelor’s degree in the TNP.
However, such proportionality does not mean that all officers in the TNP with a
bachelor’s degree or above are ranked officers.
In general, dropping one of the correlated variables from the multivariate
analysis is the most commonly used method to overcome the threat of multicollinearity.
However, caution is warranted when making that decision. Dropping correlated
variables as a measure against multicollinearity often results in another threat, omitted
variable bias, which is more significant than the multicollinearity threat.
Correlation values of .747 and .757 are not much higher than the criterion of .70,
and even less than the most of the criteria used in the literature. Furthermore, the
researcher believes that all of these correlated variables are important in explaining
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hypothesized relationships in this research. Therefore, they were retained in the model;
but caution ought to be exercised in the final data analysis.
Table 8: The Correlation Matrix for the Measurement Indicators of the Perception of
Police Integrity
Spearman's rho
S 1 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 2 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 3 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 4 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 5 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 6 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 7 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 8 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
S 9 Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

1.000
.
507
.330(**)

1.000

.000
507

.
507

.808(**)

.310(**)

1.000

.000
507

.000
507

.
507

.227(**)

.397(**)

.159(**)

1.000

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.
507

.652(**)

.359(**)

.675(**)

.192(**)

1.000

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.
507

.577(**)

.276(**)

.580(**)

.219(**)

.606(**)

1.000

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.
507

.558(**)

.378(**)

.562(**)

.256(**)

.629(**)

.502(**)

1.000

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.
507

.634(**)

.313(**)

.637(**)

.144(**)

.600(**)

.621(**)

.509(**)

1.000

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.001
507

.000
507

.000
507

.000
507

.
507

.188(**)

.407(**)

.186(**)

.361(**)

.207(**)

.146(**)

.251(**)

.163(**)

1.000

.000
.000
.000
507
507
507
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

.000
507

.000
507

.001
507

.000
507

.000
507

.
507
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Table 8 shows the correlations between nine indicators of perception of police
integrity. All correlations are positive and significant at the .01 level. The highest
correlation is between the first and third scenarios with a correlation value of .808,
which is the only correlation above the .70 criterion. In order to avoid the
multicollinearity threat, the third item was removed from the measurement scale of the
perception of police integrity.
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Table 9: The Correlation Matrix for the Measurement Indicators of the Perception of
Police Culture
Spearman's rho
P1
C. Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
P2

P5

P6

P7

P9

P 10

O6

O7

O8

O9

O 10

O 11

012

.
1.000
.

507

507

C. Coefficient

.130**

-.165**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.003

.000

.

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.138**

-.021

.393**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.002

.630

.000

.

N

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.234**

-.022

.334**

.379**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.621

.000

.000

.

N

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.236**

.052

.387**

.211**

.462**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.245

.000

.000

.000

.

1.000

1.000

N

507

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.038

.077

.212**

.182**

.171(*

.211**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.388

.084

.000

.000

.000

.000

.

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.171**

.043

.057

.145**

.204**

.100*

.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.334

.202

.001

.000

.025

1.000

.

N

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.064

-.063

.225**

.110*

.191**

.220**

.155**

.032

Sig. (2-tailed)

.152

.158

.000

.014

.000

.000

.000

.475

.

N

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.102*

.076

.167**

.194**

.214**

.149**

.082

.278**

.212**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.022

.086

.000

.000

.000

.001

.064

.000

.000

.

1.000

1.000

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.168**

-.069

.390**

.303**

.269**

.169**

.181**

.068

.238**

.157**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.123

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.126

.000

.000

.

N
P 12

O5

507
.000

N
P 11

O4

1.000

.172**

N
P8

O3

Sig. (2-tailed)

N
P4

O2

C. Coefficient
N

P3

O1

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

C. Coefficient

.199**

.061

.315**

.334**

.312**

.204**

.118**

.224**

.159**

.274**

.339**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.173

.000

.000

.000

.000

.008

.000

.000

.000

.000

.

N

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

507

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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1.00

Table 9 shows correlations between twelve indicators of perception of police
organizational culture. Other than five correlations, all correlations are positive. Most of
the correlations are low or moderate, ranging from -.167 to .462. The highest correlation
score is .462, which indicates that there is no multicollinearity threat for this
measurement scale.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Perception of Police Integrity
The latent construct of perception of police integrity is an endogenous variable in
this study. As explained in the methodology section, nine indicators were developed to
measure perception of police integrity; however, the third item was removed from the
model to avoid multicollinearity. These indicators are hypothetical case scenarios
covering a range of deviant police activities ranging from minor rule breakings to
taking bribes and police brutality. Using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “very
serious” to “not at all serious,” respondents were asked to assess each scenario and
specify their perception of the seriousness of each case. Confirmatory factor analysis
was conducted to validate the measurement model of this latent construct using AMOS
7.0 statistical software. Figure 4 shows the hypothesized measurement model for the
perception of police integrity.
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Note: S = Scenario

Figure 4: A Measurement Model for the Perception of Police Integrity

In the first step of confirmatory factor analysis, critical ratios were examined to
identify statistically significant and insignificant items in the model. Critical ratio is “the
statistic formed by dividing an estimate by its standard error” (Hox & Bechger, 1998, p.
4). For a value to be significant at the customary .05 level, the critical ratio must be 1.96
or higher or -1.96 or lower. For our model, examination of the regression weights
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showed that all the critical ratios were higher than 1.96, which indicated statistically
significant relationships at the 5% level (CR ≥ ±1.96, p ≤ .05).
Factor loadings were examined to determine the strong and weak correlations
between the latent construct and its indicators. Factor loadings are linear regression
coefficients represented by the arrows from the latent construct to the indicators. As
stated in the methodology section, a threshold level was determined for the factor
loadings in order to retain best indicators of the construct that the scale is intended to
measure. Accordingly, only items that load at .40 or higher can be retained in the
model. In other words, items with factor loadings of less than .40 are eliminated from
the model.
As seen in Figure 4, all items had positive loadings; however, factor loadings
from perception of police integrity to the fourth and ninth scenarios were below the
established threshold level of .40. (.31 and .33, respectively). Starting from the lowest
loading item, these two items with low factor loadings were removed from the model
one at a time to control factor loadings for the remaining items. All factor loadings were
above .40 after removing these two items. As a result, two items with factor loadings
below the established threshold level were eliminated from the model, so that only
items which best measured the construct were retained.
Although model fit significantly improved after the elimination of the low
loading items, it was still not within acceptable limits. Therefore, the modification
indices were used to identify structural paths to further improve model fit. “The value
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of a given modification index is the minimum amount that the chi-square statistic is
expected to decrease if the corresponding parameter is freed” (Hox & Bechger, 1998, p.
9). Guided by theoretical considerations, measurement error terms were allowed to
correlate. At each step, one pair of error terms that indicated the largest improvement in
model fit was allowed to covary. The same process was repeated until achieving a
reasonably good model fit. Figure 5 shows the revised model.
.63

S1

e1
.17

.79

S2

e2

.41
.78
.88
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S5

e3
.37 .19

.47

.69

S6
.69

e4
.48

S7

.69

e5

.26

.48

S8

e6

Note: S = Scenario

Figure 5: Revised Measurement Model for the Perception of Police Integrity

As shown in Figure 5, the final measurement model for perception of police
integrity consists of six indicators after removing the two items with low factor
loadings. The items loaded strongly on the factor, ranging from .41 to .88. The identified
paths after the model modifications were also shown in the final model. Three paths
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were added between the measurement errors of the first and seventh items, second and
sixth items, and sixth and eighth items.
All regression coefficients were statistically significant at p ≤ .05 level, both in the
generic and in the final models. Parameter estimates for both generic and revised
models are provided in Table 10.
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Table 10: Parameter Estimates for the Perception of Police Integrity
Indicator

U.R.W.

Generic Model
S.R.W.
S.E.
C.R.

P

U.R.W.

Revised Model
S.R.W.
S.E.
C.R.

P

S1<--- Perception of
1.000
.804
1.000
.794
Police Integrity
S2<--- Perception of
***
.193
.409
.022
8.811
***
.228
.491
.021 10.924
Police Integrity
S4<--- Perception of
.173
.315
.025
6.806
***
Police Integrity
S5<--- Perception of
***
1.079
.884
.055 19.694
***
1.018
.845
.049 20.567
Police Integrity
S6<--- Perception of
***
.917
.688
.059 15.674
***
.927
.704
.056 16.542
Police Integrity
S7<--- Perception of
***
.470
.694
.030 15.832
***
.483
.722
.028 17.056
Police Integrity
S8<--- Perception of
***
.933
.695
.053 17.536
***
.970
.730
.056 17.288
Police Integrity
S9<--- Perception of
.130
.332
.018
7.209
***
Police Integrity
e2 <--> e5
.090
.367
.013
7.031
***
e4 <--> e6
.280
.256
.058
4.823
***
e1 <--> e6
.168
.194
.050
3.359
***
Note: *** = Correlation significant @ p ≤ .05
Note: U. R.W. = Unstandardized Regression Weights; S. R. W. = Standardized Regression Weights; S. E. =
Standard Error; C. R. = Critical Ratio

Goodness-of-fit statistics for both generic and final measurement models are
documented in Table 11. As seen in the table, fit statistics substantially improved in the
final model after the modifications.
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Table 11: Goodness of Fit Statistics for the Perception of Police Integrity
Index
Chi-square (x2)
Degrees Of Freedom (df)
Likelihood Ratio (x2 /df)
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)
Adjusted GFI (AGFI)
Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Relative Fit Index (RFI)
Incremental Fit Index (IFI)
Tucker Lewis Index (TLI)
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)
Hoelter’s Critical N (CN)

Criterio
n
Low
≥.0
<4
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
≤.05

Generic
Model
529.946
20
26.497
.751
.552
.725
.615
.733
.625
.732
.224

Revised
Model
8.032
6
1.339
.995
.981
.994
.986
.999
.996
.999
.026

30

794

> 200

Goodness-of-fit statistics for the final model, including chi-square/degrees of
freedom likelihood ratio of 1.339, goodness of fit index value of .995, adjusted goodness
of fit index value of .981, normed fit index value of .994, relative fit index value of .986,
incremental fit index value of .999, Tucker Lewis index value of .996, comparative fit
index value of .999, the root mean square error of approximation of .026, and Hoelter’s
critical N value of 794 were all well within acceptable limits. Therefore, a final revised
model provided an excellent fit to the data and was confirmed as the measurement
model for the latent construct of perception of police integrity.

Perception of Police Organizational Culture
The latent construct of perception of police organizational culture is an
exogenous variable in this study. It was measured by twelve indicators, which are
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designed to reflect major characteristics and elements of police organizational culture.
On a five-point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree,”
respondents were asked to specify their agreement level for each statement.
Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to validate the measurement model. Figure
6 presents the measurement model.
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Figure 6: Measurement Model for the Perception of Police Organizational Culture

Parameter estimates for the hypothesized model showed that, except for the
second item, all critical ratios were higher than 1.96, which indicated statistically
significant relationships at p ≤ .05 level. Therefore, the second item was removed from
the measurement model.
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After removing the second item, the analysis was run again. All critical ratios
were significant at the .05 level in the second analysis. Factor loadings were examined
to determine whether there were any weak correlations between the latent construct
and its indicators. Six items loaded at lower than .40, which fell below the established
threshold for this study. Starting from the lowest loading item, one loading was
dropped at a time to control changes in remaining loadings. As a result, seven items,
one insignificant and six low loading, were eliminated from the model. The remaining
five items loaded strongly on the common factor and were retained in the measurement
model.
The model fit statistics showed significant improvement after removing the
insignificant and low loading items (see Table 13). In the following process, the
modification indices were used to identify paths to obtain a better model fit.
Substantiated by theoretical evidence, measurement error terms were allowed to
correlate. Figure 7 shows the revised measurement model.
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Figure 7: Revised Measurement Model for the Perception of Police Organizational
Culture

As shown in Figure 7, the final measurement model for perception of police
culture consisted of five indicators. In general, the items loaded well on the factor, at
.59, .66, .58, .49, and .51 respectively. One correlated error term was added between the
measurement errors of the first and fourth items.
All regression coefficients were significant at p ≤ .05 level in the final model.
Results for both generic and revised models are provided in Table 12.
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Table 12: Parameter Estimates for Perception of Police Organizational Culture
Indicator
O1<--- P. P. O. C.
O3<--- P. P. O. C.
O4<--- P. P. O. C.
O5<--- P. P. O. C.
O6<--- P. P. O. C.
O7<--- P. P. O. C.
O8<--- P. P. O. C.
O9<--- P. P. O. C.
O10<--- P. P. O. C.
O11<--- P. P. O. C.
O12<--- P. P. O. C.
O2 <----P. P. O. C.
d1 <--> d4

U.R.W.
1.000
1.828
1.565
1.722
1.527
.729
.473
.965
.616
1.394
1.105
-.034

Generic Model
S.R.W.
S.E.
C.R.
.325
.616
.574
.640
.553
.296
.284
.330
.336
.498
.493
-.012

.298
.260
.279
.256
.161
.107
.201
.127
.242
.192
.143

6.128
6.017
6.182
5.956
4.525
4.410
4.813
4.855
5.763
5.742
-.240

Revised Model
S.R.W.
S.E.
C.R.

P

U.R.W.

P

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
.810

1.000
.1033
.894

.586
.658
.578

.119
.107

8.696
8.368

***
***

.795
.660

.493
.511

.093
.084

8.534
7.828

***
***

.166

.150

.066

2.496

.013

Note: P. P. O. C. = Perception of Police Organizational Culture
Note: *** = Correlation significant @ p ≤ .05
Note: U. R.W. = Unstandardized Regression Weights; S. R. W. = Standardized Regression Weights; S. E. =
Standard Error; C. R. = Critical Ratio

Goodness-of-fit statistics for both generic and final measurement models are
presented in Table 13. As seen in the table, fit statistics substantially improved in the
final model after the modifications.
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Table 13: Goodness of Fit Statistics for the Perception of Police Organizational Culture
Index

Criterion

Chi-square (x2)
Degrees Of Freedom (df)
Likelihood Ratio (x2 /df)
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)
Adjusted GFI (AGFI)
Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Relative Fit Index (RFI)
Incremental Fit Index
Tucker Lewis Index (TLI)
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)
Hoelter’s Critical N (CN)

Low
≥.0
<4
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
≤.05

Generic
Model
221.178
54
4.096
930
899
.757
.704
.805
.758
.802
.078

Revised
Model
5.355
4
1.339
.996
.984
.987
.967
.997
.991
.997
.026

> 200

166

897

Significant improvement in the model fit from the generic model to the revised
model can be observed in the table. Goodness-of-fit statistics for the revised model,
including chi-square-degrees of freedom likelihood ratio of 1.339, goodness of fit index
value of .996, adjusted goodness of fit index value of .984, normed fit index value of
.987, relative fit index value of .967, incremental fit index value of .997, Tucker Lewis
index value of .991, comparative fit index value of .997, the root mean square error of
approximation of .026, and Hoelter’s critical N value of 897 were all well within their
recommended values. Therefore, the final revised model provided a good fit to the data
and was confirmed as the measurement model for the latent construct of perception of
police organizational culture.
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Reliability Analysis
Cronbach’s alpha was used to determine the internal consistency of the two
measurement instruments used in this study. For the measurement scale of perception
of police integrity, Cronbach’s alpha was computed before and after the confirmatory
factor analysis. As explained above, two items with low factor loadings were removed
from the model to obtain a better model fit. During this process, Cronbach’s alpha was
recalculated after each removal to ensure the reliability of the scale was not affected.
While Cronbach’s alpha for the measurement scale was .830 before the confirmatory
factor analysis, it was .836 after the first revision, and .850 in the final model. As a result,
reliability analysis indicated a high internal consistency for the measurement scale of
the perception of police integrity.
The same process was applied for the measurement instruments of perception of
police organizational culture. One insignificant and six low loading factors were
removed from the model; and Cronbach’s alpha was calculated at each step. While
Cronbach’s alpha was .708 for the original scale, it was .711 in the final revised model.
Although Cronbach’s alpha was not as high as it is in the police integrity instrument, it
was still above the recommended level. Overall, reliability analysis showed that both
instruments measuring police officers’ perception of integrity and organizational
culture were satisfactory.
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Structural Equation Model
After confirming the measurement models of the two latent constructs, the
hypothesized structural equation model was revised according to the results of the
confirmatory factor analyses. A generic structural equation model was developed with
two latent variables, perception of police integrity and perception of police
organizational culture; and eight control variables: age, gender, rank, educational level,
year of service, income, city, and assignment type. Gender was dummy coded (1=male,
0 = female). City was dummy coded using Ankara as the reference group. Assignment
type was dummy coded using special assignment category as the reference group. The
generic model is presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Generic Structural Equation Model

Results of the SEM analysis for the generic model indicated that five out of nine
hypothesized relationships between the control variables and the latent endogenous
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variable were statistically insignificant at p ≤ .05 level. Several steps were followed to
revise the model.
Insignificant factors were eliminated from the model in the first step. According
to parameter estimates for the generic structural equation model, hypothesized
relationships of the perception of police integrity to age, rank, educational level and the
perception of police organizational culture were significant at p ≤ .05 level.
Hypothesized relationships of the perception of police integrity to gender, years of
service, income, city, and assignment type were statistically insignificant at p ≤ .05 level.
Therefore, these variables were removed from the model one at a time until all variables
had p-values below .05. After the elimination of the insignificant variables, rank, which
was significant in the generic model, exceeded the significance level, and therefore was
removed from the model. As a result, age, educational level, and the perception of
police organizational culture were retained in the revised model.
SEM analysis was run again after removing the insignificant items from the
model. All critical ratios were significant at p ≤ .05 level for the remaining items in the
second analysis. Parameter estimates for the generic and revised model are presented in
Table 14.
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Table 14: Parameter Estimates for the Generic and Revised SEM
Indicator
P.P.I. <---P.P.O.C.
P.P.I. <---Assign4
P.P.I. Assign3
P.P.I. <---Assign2
P.P.I. <---Assign1
P.P.I. <---City2
P.P.I. <---City1
P.P.I. <---Income
P.P.I. <---Year
P.P.I. <---Edu
P.P.I. <---Rank
P.P.I. <---gender1
P.P.I. <---Age
S1<--- P.P.I.
S2<--- P.P.I.
S5<--- P.P.I.
S6<--- P.P.I.

U.R.W.
-.399
.090
.011
-.181
.132
-.044
-.097
-.049
.099
.372
.215
-.137
-.264
1.000
.175
1.017
.924
.445
.934
1.000
.909
.854
.778
.600
.120
.100
.229
.115

Generic Model
S.R.W. S.E.
C.R.
-.318
.019
.003
-.066
.065
-.021
-.047
-.043
.075
.406
.105
-.035
-.198
.789
.351
.834
.678
.639
.679
.624
.617
.588
.514
.496
.150
.391
.222
.110

Revised Model
S.R.W.
S.E.
C.R.

P

U.R.W.
-.569

-.454

.083

-6.822

***

.343

.329

.054

6.327

***

-.141
1.000
.149
.941
.911
.395
.959
1.000
.669
.647
.753
.371

-.093
.842
.335
.817
.724
.619
.756
.711
.517
.507
.568
.348

.061

-2.314

.021

.021
.046
.053
.028
.052

7.114
20.450
17.316
14.138
18.361

***
***
***
***
***

.070
.193
.180
.114
.085
.088
.087
.046
.055
.040
.085
.163
.056

-5.670
.468
.063
-1.589
1.558
-.498
-1.124
-1.049
1.802
9.290
2.525
-.839
-4.723

***
.640
.950
.112
.119
.619
.261
.294
.072
***
.012
.401
***

.024
.056
.062
.032
.058

7.394
18.076
14.873
13.991
16.047

***
***
***
***
***

S7<--- P.P.I.
S8<--- P.P.I.
O3<--- P.P.O.C.
O4<--- P.P.O.C.
.101
9.001
***
.075
8.914
O5<--- P.P.O.C.
.097
8.821
***
.074
8.767
O11<--- P.P.O.C.
.087
8.940
***
.077
9.770
O12<--- P.P.O.C.
.075
7.973
***
.061
6.070
e1 <--> e6
.048
2.507 .012
e2 <--> e5
.013
7.550
***
.119
.429
.014
8.233
e4 <--> e6
.056
4.083
***
.148
.156
.055
2.689
d1<--> d4
.065
1.762 .078
P.P.O.C. <--> Edu
-.532
-.528
.064 -8.369
Age <--> Edu
-.278
-.333
.039 -7.112
P.P.O.C. <--> Age
.139
.200
.038
3.619
e3 <--> e5
.120
.272
.026
4.547
e2 <--> e3
.071
.193
.020
3.540
d2 <--> d3
.173
.170
.055
3.124
d2 <--> d5
.172
.186
.047
3.678
d4 <--> d5
.133
.145
.046
2.889
d3 <--> d5
.133
.145
.046
2.894
Note: P.P.O.C. = Perception of Police Organizational Culture; P. I. = Perception of Police Integrity
Note: *** = Correlation significant @ p ≤ .05
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P

***
***
***
***
***
.007
***
***
***
***
***
.002
***
.004
.004

Note: U. R.W. = Unstandardized Regression Weights; S. R. W. = Standardized Regression Weights; S. E. =
Standard Error; C. R. = Critical Ratios

Model fit improved significantly after removing the insignificant items from the
model in the second analysis. In the following process, the modification indices were
examined to identify correlated error terms to further improve model fit. The
modification indices indicated that the addition of correlated measurement errors of
several variables would significantly improve the model fit. However, not all of the
covariances listed in the modification indices were theoretically justifiable. Therefore,
based on theoretical and logical considerations, seven paths were added in the final
model (see Figure 9).
Goodness-of-fit statistics showed substantial improvement in the revised model.
The difference between model fits of the generic and the revised structural equation
models can be observed in Table 15.
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Table 15: Goodness of Fit Statistics for the Generic and Revised SEM
Index

Criterion

Chi-square (x2)
Degrees Of Freedom (df)
Likelihood Ratio (x2 /df)
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)
Adjusted GFI (AGFI)
Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Relative Fit Index (RFI)
Incremental Fit Index (IFI)
Tucker Lewis Index (TLI)
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)
Hoelter’s Critical N (CN)

Low
≥.0
<4
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
≤.05

Generic
Model
1916.152
225
8.516
.785
.736
.516
.456
.547
.487
.544
.122

Revised
Model
116.089
53
2.190
966
942
951
927
973
959
972
.049

> 200

69

310

Goodness-of-fit statistics for the revised SEM, including the chi-square/degrees
of freedom likelihood ratio of 2.190, goodness of fit index value of .966, adjusted
goodness of fit index value of .942, normed fit index value of .951, relative fit index
value of .927, incremental fit index value of .973, Tucker Lewis index value of .959,
comparative fit index value of .972, the root mean square error of approximation of
.049, and Hoelter’s critical N value of 310 were all within their recommended levels. As
a result, the revised structural equation model provided a good fit of the model to the
data. Figure 9 shows the revised structural equation model.
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.19
.14 .15

.17

d1

d2

.51

I3

d3

.27

.26

I4
.71

.32

I5
.52

d5

d4

.12

I 11
.51

.57

I 12
.35

Perception of
Police Organizational
Culture

-.53

.71

S1

.20

-.45
.52
.33

Edu
-.33

-.09

Perception of
Police Integrity

Age

.33
.82

.76

R1

S2

e2
.67

S5

.19

e3
.52

.72
.62

e1
.11

.84

S6

.43

e4

.27

.38

S7

e5

.16

.57

S8

e6

Note: I = Indicator; S = Scenario; Edu = Educational Level

Figure 9: Revised Structural Equation Model
The results show that perception of police organizational culture has the highest
regression weight (.-45) among the three significant predictors of the perception of
police integrity. The regression weights for educational level and age are .33 and -.09
respectively. As anticipated, while perception of police organizational culture (-.45) and
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age (-.09) have negative regression weights, educational level (.33) has a positive
regression weight. Other standardized regression weights ranged from .329 to .842.
Overall, these predictor variables accounted for 52% of the variance in perceived policy
integrity.

Hypothesis Testing
The following research hypothesis was proposed for the generic research model:
H1: Police officers’ perception of organizational culture negatively affects their
perception of integrity, holding demographic and organizational factors constant.
Demographic and organizational factors included age, gender, rank, years of
employment, educational level, income, city differences, and assignment type.
Based on the analysis results, the research hypothesis was supported. With a
correlation of -.45, there was a statistically significant relationship between officers’
perception of organizational culture and their perception of integrity. This negative
correlation suggests that one standard deviation increase in perception of police
organizational culture results in a 45% decrease in perception of police integrity.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that officers who are
more committed to police organizational culture and value it are more likely to consider
certain types of corrupt and deviant activities to be not serious.
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CHAPTER FIVE: IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of the Findings
This study has found that police officers’ age, educational level, and perceptions
of organizational culture were three significant factors influencing their perceptions of
integrity. These findings, as well as other hypothesized relationships that were found to
be insignificant, have been discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

Influence of Police Organizational Culture on Perception of Police Integrity
A negative relationship between officers’ perception of organizational culture
and their perception of integrity was postulated in this study. As stated in the
hypothesis testing, this hypothesis was confirmed with a standardized regression
coefficient of -0.45, which indicated a statistically significant, negative relationship
between the two concepts. This finding suggests that the more officers are committed to
and value police organizational culture, the less they consider certain types of corrupt
and deviant behaviors to be serious.
This finding is not surprising. As widely discussed in the literature review
section, many studies have emphasized that the established culture in police
organizations provide a milieu in which officers find support for, or are even forced
into some sort of deviant activity. Widely discussed terms in policing literature like
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“code of secrecy,” “code of silence,” and “blue curtains of silence” all imply peer and
organizational support for police deviance.
However, it would be wrong to conclude that police culture supports all kinds of
deviant behaviors. The distinction should be made between seriously corrupt behaviors
and minor rule breaking. Westmarland (2005), who used the same hypothetical case
scenarios in his study, combined them into three categories. Accordingly, the first
category includes internal or administrative infringements, often described as “rule
bending;” the second category is about “noble cause” rule breakings, in which officers
apparently do not have a financial motive; and the third category includes acquisitive
crimes involving money or goods (Wastmarland, 2005). According to this
categorization, the first category includes the scenarios involving officers’ accepting free
meals and other items of small value, accepting free foods and drinks from local
merchants and restaurants on holidays, and not reporting a bar that still serves drink
after its closing time in return for a couple of free drinks. The second category includes
the scenarios involving transporting a drunk driver colleague to his home instead of
reporting the offence and punching a thief as a punishment for fleeing and resisting
arrest. The third category includes scenarios involving taking a bribe in return for not
issuing a citation for a traffic violation, taking a watch from a jewelry shop after a
burglary, taking money from a found wallet, and taking gratuities from a vehicle repair
shop for referring the owners of damaged cars in accidents.
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As explained in the descriptive statistics in detail, the scenarios in the third
category involving straightforward monetary gain were considered as serious or very
serious by more than 90% of the respondents. Therefore, no impact of police culture can
be mentioned for the scenarios in this category because a vast majority of the
respondents disapproved of them regardless of demographic and organizational
differences.
While almost no variation occurred in overall responses for the scenarios in the
third category, respondents’ perceptions differed for the scenarios in the first and
second categories depending on their demographic and organizational characteristics. It
should also be noted that in the confirmatory factor analysis of perception of integrity,
three items with low factor loadings were removed from the model, all of which were
the scenarios in the third category. It could be argued that the lack of variation among
respondents’ perceptions of the behaviors described in those scenarios resulted in low
factor loadings for those items in the confirmatory factor analysis. As a result, the
revised measurement model for the perception of integrity did not include corrupt
behaviors involving straightforward monetary gain.
Since respondents’ perceptions of scenarios involving monetary gain was clearly
observed in descriptive statistics, elimination of those items did not affect the content of
the measurement construct; rather, it provided a stronger measurement of the construct
in terms of minor or noble cause rule breakings. Therefore, in this study, the influence
of organizational culture on officers’ perceptions of integrity is limited to the minor or
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noble cause rule breakings as described in the scenarios in the first and second
categories.

Influence of Educational Level on Perception of Police Integrity
The influence of educational level on officers’ perception of integrity is the
second significant finding of this study, with a standardized regression coefficient of
.33. This finding indicates a positive and statistically significant relationship between
the two variables and suggests that one standard deviation increase in an officer’s
educational level results in a 33% increase in their perceptions of integrity. In other
words, the more educated the officers are, the more they tend to see certain illegal
activities as serious.
This study analyzed officers’ educational level in four categories: high school
graduates, two-year college graduates, bachelor’s graduates, and master’s graduates.
The fifth category of Ph.D. graduates was not included in the analysis because there
were only six respondents with Ph.D. degrees. The impact of officers’ educational levels
on their perceptions of integrity was already evident in the cross-tabulation analysis. It
was found to be significant in all scenarios other than the ones that involved
straightforward monetary gain. As discussed in the preceding paragraphs, the
behaviors described in those scenarios were found to be serious by a large majority of
the respondents.
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While in some scenarios a decreasing pattern of approval for the described
deviant behaviors was apparent, in other scenarios the difference between the two
lower groups and the two higher groups of educational level was noticeable. The
findings clearly show that while the deviant behaviors described in the scenarios are
more acceptable to the less-educated officers, their acceptability declines as educational
level increases.

Influence of Age on Perception of Police Integrity
The third significant finding of this study is the influence of age on officers’
perceptions of integrity. Parameter estimates indicated a negative relationship (beta= .09) between age and perception of police integrity, which is relatively low compared to
the relationship of organizational culture and educational level to perceived police
integrity. This negative relationship means that one standard deviation increase in an
officer’s age results in a .9% decrease in their perception of integrity. In other words,
while young officers in the TNP are less likely to approve of the deviant behaviors
described in the scenarios, those behaviors are more acceptable to older officers.
The relationship between respondents’ ages and their perceptions of integrity
was also noticeable in the cross-tabulation analysis. In some scenarios, there were
decreasing patterns of approval and increasing patterns of disapproval of the described
deviant behaviors from the youngest to the oldest age category. More prominent than
that patterned relationship, the oldest age group, 41 and over, significantly differed
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from the other age groups in terms of their perception of the described deviant
behaviors.

Discussion of Other Variables
Six other control variables—gender, rank, years of service, income, city, and
assignment type—were found to be insignificant in this study. Each variable has been
discussed in the following paragraphs.
This study observed no significant difference in the integrity perceptions of male
and female respondents. As discussed in the descriptive statistics, the opinions of
female respondents were mostly similar to those of male respondents, even on the ninth
indicator, which was focused on the machismo element of police culture. One would
expect female officers to disagree strongly with the claim that “policing is primarily a
man’s job;” however, only slightly more than half of the female respondents disagreed
with this indicator. This is one of the interesting findings of this study.
Rank was found to be insignificant in this study. The researcher expected to find
a significant relationship between rank and perception of police integrity, because
cross-tabulations of rank and some of the scenarios had indicated different perceptions
of integrity among rank categories. The hypothesized relationship was, however, found
to be insignificant, though it was close to the .05 significance level.
No significant relationship was found between officers’ years of service and their
perceptions of integrity. This was one of the variables pairs in which the researcher
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expected to find a significant relationship. One explanation is that age and years of
service may have covaried to a certain extent, although year of service is not necessarily
an exact indicator of age: for instance, an officer who entered the TNP at the age of 20
might have 10 years of service at the age of 30, while another might just have entered
the TNP at the age of 30.
Age and years of service, and rank and educational level, were highly correlated
according to correlation matrix results (.747 and .757 respectively). While age and
educational level were found to be significant, rank and years of service were
insignificant. Therefore, it should be noted that results for rank and years of service may
have been affected by multicollinearity. This problem will be discussed in the
limitations section in detail.
The hypothesized relationship between officers’ incomes and their perceptions of
integrity was also found to be insignificant in this study. Both theoretically and
logically, one might expect an officer with low income to be more likely to accept free
meals and gifts or take bribes, as described in the hypothetical scenarios. This is what
most economic theories of crime suggest in the general sense. Therefore, this study is
important in that it shows that the economic conditions of police officers do not change
their perception of integrity in Turkey.
No significant relationship was found between officers’ assignment type and
their perceptions of integrity. This result was expected by the researcher, because
officers often work in different assignments throughout their careers due to the highly
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centralized structure of the TNP. Even officers who work in the most specialized units
can be appointed to a police station for foot patrol at any time. Therefore, it is not
surprising that no specific subculture develops according to assignment types in the
TNP.
Lastly, no regional difference was observed in officers’ perceptions of integrity
and organizational culture. This result was also expected by the researcher. As
explained in the sampling section, members of the TNP are randomly appointed to 81
cities of Turkey for certain periods on a rotating basis. This rotation system could play a
significant role in preventing the development of different subcultures in different
cities. Diyarbakir was selected as the third study site to represent the eastern region of
Turkey, which has different demographic characteristics than the rest of the country.
Although Diyarbakir has a high Kurdish population and has long suffered from
terrorist attacks by the Kurdish Worker’s Party, no significant difference was observed
in officers’ perceptions of integrity and organizational culture.

Implications
Organizational and Managerial Implications
Because of the TNP’s highly centralized and hierarchical structure, rationalistic
approaches that emphasizes formal organizational structures and control of the
organizational members through prescribed rules and regulations have often been a
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dominant administration and management style in the TNP. As a result, incidents of
police corruption and misconduct have often been regarded as individual incidents,
and legal sanctions and punishments for deviant individuals were considered to be the
only solution to this problem.
This study, however, emphasized the importance of informal organizational
structures. Informal structures are based on the characteristics, resources, and personal
relations of the participants (Scott, 1998). As emphasized by Scott (1998), “there is more
to organizational structure in participant behavior than prescribed rules, job
descriptions, and associated regularities. Individuals are never only hands, they bring
their hearts and head, they bring their own ideas, values, interests etc. which will form
the informal structure of the organization” (p. 59).
An important finding of this study is that officers’ perception of organizational
culture negatively influences their perception of integrity. This finding means that the
informal structures of the TNP play an important role in shaping behaviors and
opinions of its members. Therefore, an important implication of this study is that police
administrators and mid-level managers should be aware of the existence and
importance of strong informal structures and a negative police culture in the TNP.
Effective management and leadership require the recognition of informal relationships
and established cultures that govern the behavior of the participants in the
organization. Traditional management styles, with their emphasis on formal structures
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and hierarchical relationships, will never be able to address the integrity problems
arising from the negative culture in the TNP.
Awareness of the negative police organizational culture by administrators and
mid-level managers is an important step in developing an effective strategy to enhance
police integrity in the TNP; however, it is even more important to eliminate and destroy
certain cultural myths and develop a positive culture that can help enhance police
integrity. The necessity of a positive culture to prevent deviant police behaviors is
scientifically supported by this study.

Educational Implications
The findings of this study have important implications for police education in
Turkey. Especially over the last decade, significant efforts and resources have been
invested in increasing the educational level of TNP members. The most important
development in this process was the mandatory two-year college education
requirement for police officers, implemented in 2003; this was an important turning
point in police education in Turkey. Another important development was that starting
in 2000, a certain number of ranked officers were granted scholarships to pursue
graduate degrees in the United States and in European Union countries. An increasing
number of short term in-service trainings were also an important part of the emphasis
on police education in Turkey.
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There is little doubt that these developments involved significant costs to the
TNP. Therefore, they were highly controversial policy issues at the time they were
proposed. In this respect, this study has important implications: it shows the
importance of police education in enhancing police integrity. Of course, enhancing
police integrity is not the only benefit that one can expect from police education.
However, it is very important: without integrity, other benefits, such as increased
performance or better job preparedness, are meaningless.
The educational implications of this study are also evident in the relationship
between officers’ ages and their perception of integrity, which is another statistically
significant finding of this study. As discussed in the descriptive analysis, age categories
significantly differed in their perceptions of police integrity. Particularly in some
scenarios, a very high percentage of the youngest age group compared with other age
groups were not sure or were unclear about the seriousness of the behavior described in
those scenarios. This result may have important implications for police education and
training in the TNP, because it shows that about one-third of young officers have no
established opinions on integrity issues.
This finding first of all suggests that police education in two-year police colleges
in Turkey may not be adequate to teach and instill in police candidates positive
character traits and values such as honesty, integrity, and ethical behavior. Secondly,
even if we assume that police candidates are well-educated in terms of police ethics and
integrity, they may not be well-prepared to resist the temptations offered by the
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opportunity structure of police occupation and its accompanying techniques of rule
violations (Barker & Carter, 1994). The occupational structure of policing includes a
wide range of opportunities for many types of deviant activities, which are often very
attractive and tempting for new officers. Thirdly, police candidates may not be wellprepared to cope with, or even not told about, established police culture and the
difficulties they will confront in doing what they learned during their education.
At this point, three significant findings of this study intersect. First, the education
of officers is necessary for enhancing police integrity. Second, education is more
important for police candidates and young officers because they are at the age when
their opinions and behaviors can be shaped. And lastly, a merely theoretical education
cannot prepare candidates for the opportunity structure of police occupation and the
deviant environment of police culture.
In Turkey, police education on the theoretical level has been highly emphasized,
while on-the-ground police education has often been ignored. When police candidates
graduate and start working in the TNP, they encounter an entirely different world of
policing than they were taught during their education. In this deviant environment,
they are easily attracted to cultural myths that tell them to forget everything they
learned in their training. As a result, on-the-job police culture often functions as a factor
that negates the education officers received in college. Therefore, it is important that
police candidates be provided with a more realistic and practical education that will
better prepare them for the negative influences of police culture.
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Policy Implications
This study has several policy implications. First of all, any policy designed to
prevent police deviance and enhance police integrity in the TNP should take into
account the negative influence of the established police culture. In addition, new
policies should be developed at the top managerial level of the TNP to eliminate the
negative culture and develop a positive culture among officers.
The findings of this study provide support for the educational policies
implemented by the TNP in recent years. As discussed in the educational implications
section of this study, the TNP recently implemented new policies to increase the
educational level of its members, the most important of which were the mandatory twoyear college education for police officers and the option of graduate education for
ranked officers in the United States and in the European Union countries. These policies
have often been criticized because their implementations involve high costs for the
TNP.
This study provides support for the makers of these policies because it shows
that education is a significant factor in enhancing police integrity. This study suggests
that the above-mentioned educational programs in the TNP were wise policy decisions,
and that these programs should be continued, at least in the near future.
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Contributions of the Study
This study makes a significant contribution to the current academic literature, as
well as offering significant resources for policy makers in the Turkish National Police
and the Department of the Interior. With its in-depth review of literature and rigorous
analytical methods, this study offers a sound basis for further work in the fields of
police integrity and police culture and encourages researchers to develop future studies.
With its significant findings, this study can be an important resource to inform decision
makers about developing policies to address integrity problems in police culture.
This study emphasized that the traditional view, which explains police deviance
or lack of police integrity only as a product of individual officers’ shortcomings, is no
longer at the core of policing. “The contemporary focus is on the factors that contribute
to or explain why police officers engage in misconduct from an organizational or
cultural perspective” (Klockars et al., 2006, pp. xvi, xvii). No policy or strategy that
ignores the power of the police organizational culture will have any permanent success
in addressing police deviance. Therefore, this study makes a significant contribution for
the development and flourishing of an organizational and cultural perspective in
Turkey that can address the issues of police integrity.
The contributions of this study become more evident considering the current
political context in Turkey. Doubtless, every police organization desires and aims to
secure a positive culture and a high level of integrity in its members. For Turkey,
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however, the issue extends beyond the policing world itself. Seemingly individual
incidents of police deviance and misconduct have often resulted in political
consequences for Turkey. Given Turkey’s current involvement in the European Union
membership process, these incidents and their coverage in the media have put strong
pressures on the Turkish National Police. Both the government and the TNP have
invested significant and sincere efforts in addressing police deviance and solving the
problem; however, it is difficult to say that considerable progress has been achieved.
The failure to progress on this front lies in the fact that no scientific methods
have been followed to develop these policies. Most importantly, policy decisions have
not been supported with scientific data. Gathering data and assembling evidence is a
crucial part of developing a successful policy. As Bardach (2002) asserted in his
eightfold path of policy development, assembling evidence is the first step after
problem definition. In Turkey, police organizational culture and its effects on police
officers’ attitudes and behaviors have rarely been addressed in the academic literature.
As for empirical research and analysis of the issue, it is almost nonexistent. Without
having scientific evidence of the causes and roots of the problem, it is difficult to be
optimistic about the successful outcomes of such policies and programs.
However difficult the task may be, Turkey must address police deviance and
corruption. Turkey can no longer tolerate the consequences of this long-lasting problem,
especially now, as it adapts its institutions to the new global environment. This study
provides scientific insight into problems associated with police integrity and suggests
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that the solution to this problem may lie with changing the established culture in the
TNP.

Limitations
Before starting this research, the difficulty in accessing the selected participants
and the potentially low turnout rate was considered to be a major limitation of this
research; however, by reaching each participant in the study sample by phone, by email, or in person and informing them about the purpose and significance of the study,
the researcher invested significant efforts to ensure maximum participation and a high
response rate. As a result, a 57% response rate was achieved—an acceptable response
rate, especially considering the study population and the sensitive content of the
survey. Therefore, the researcher is confident that the threat of this limitation has been
minimized in this study.
The sensitive content of the study subject poses another threat. The study asked
participants to answer questions about their perception of integrity. It is not uncommon
for participants to be suspicious about these kinds of studies; in addition, participants
have no reason to be honest and sincere in their answers. The best way to overcome this
threat is to assure the confidentiality of participants’ answers and the anonymity of the
participants themselves. For this purpose, participants were not asked their names or
any other personal information that could disclose their identity. While assuring
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participants of the protection of their privacy, the researcher also explained that in no
way could participants be held accountable for their answers. It is also believed that the
researcher’s being an active member of the TNP was an important factor in convincing
participants to participate in the study; however, some participants still may have not
responded honestly.
Studies that attempt to measure abstract concepts are often susceptible to the
threat of questionable construct validity. When measuring a construct, it is always
questionable whether researchers are really measuring what they intended to measure,
and studies often fail to adequately measure their intended concepts. As a result, it is
not possible to generalize from what is observed in a study to an actual causal process.
This study attempted to measure two constructs: police integrity and police
organizational culture. The researcher believes that the statistical method used in this
study provided strong measurements of both constructs and maximized the construct
validity of the study. Confirmatory factor analyses of both constructs in a structural
equation model enabled the researcher to measure the two constructs with their
multiple dimensions and indicators. Furthermore, the survey used to measure police
integrity was adapted from a widely accepted study in its field that has been used by
various other studies. Therefore, the researcher is confident that the threat to the
construct validity is minimized in this study.
Multicollinearity between some of the independent variables poses a threat to
this study. As discussed earlier, both age and years of service and rank and educational
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level were highly correlated (.747 and .757, respectively). Therefore, multicollinearity
may have affected the results for these variables. It should be noted that
multicollinearity does not decrease the reliability or predictive power of the research
model as a whole. It only influences calculations about individual predictor variables.
Among the two pairs of highly correlated variables, age and educational level were
found to be significant, while rank and years of service were insignificant. Therefore, at
the worst, calculations regarding rank and years of service may have been influenced
by multicollinearity that otherwise would have been found to be significant factors
affecting officers’ perception of integrity.
Random selection of the participants is a major strength of this study. It is the
single most important way to overcome selection bias and ensure a representative
sample of the population. By avoiding selection bias, this study is based on a
representative sample of the population of Turkish police officers.
Representativeness of the sample to its target population is also important in
terms of external validity. Drawing the sample from only three cities may appear to be a
problem; however, as stated earlier, these cities are the largest cities in Turkey in terms
of population and number of police officers. The total police officers in all three cities
constitute a significant part of the TNP. Furthermore, members of the TNP are
randomly appointed to the 81 cities of Turkey for certain periods on a rotating basis.
Therefore, we are confident that this study is strong in terms of external validity. As a
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result, the researcher believes that the findings of this study can be generalized to the
study population and that the same results can be found in other settings.

Future Studies
Organizational studies in Turkey have primarily focused on organizational
effectiveness, organizational performance, total quality management, and
organizational leadership. For instance, as a result of the significant emphasis placed on
total quality management in recent years, most of the city police departments in the
TNP have received the international organization for standardization (ISO) certificates,
and many others are in the process. However, informal structures of organizations,
organizational behavior, and organizational culture have been largely ignored in the
TNP. Therefore, with its emphasis on and significant findings in organizational culture,
this study has the potential to reestablish academic interest in the informal, behavioral,
and cultural aspects of organizations in the academic field.
This study has found that the established culture in the TNP has a negative
influence on officers’ perception of integrity. This suggests that this study has identified
an important cause of police deviance and misconduct. Building on this study, future
studies should address solutions to this problem. Most importantly, future studies
should address the organizational processes that eliminate the negative aspects of
police culture, as well as those processes that can strengthen a positive culture of
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integrity in the TNP. In addition, preparing police candidates for the established police
culture and opportunity structure inherent to policing can be a specific focus for future
studies.
Hypothesized relationships between years of service and rank of officers and
their perception of integrity were found to be insignificant in this study. However, as
discussed earlier, calculations regarding these variables may have been affected by
multicollinearity. Therefore, future studies could focus on officers’ rank and years of
service and find different results by controlling the multicollinearity threat.
This study found no gender differences in officers’ perception of integrity.
Female officers constituted only 7.7% of all respondents, which is consistent with the
gender characteristics of the TNP. Due to the low number of female respondents, the
opinions of female officers in the TNP may not be adequately reflected in this study.
Therefore, an exclusive focus on gender differences using stratified samples in which
both genders are equally represented could provide a better understanding of gender
differences in perception of police integrity and organizational culture in the TNP.
No regional difference in terms of officers’ perception of integrity was observed
in this study. This research was conducted in three Turkish cities. Although these cities
are the largest cities of Turkey both in terms of population and number of police
officers, this study could be replicated in other Turkish cities to further investigate the
regional differences in officers’ perception of integrity.
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